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EDITOR’S
FOREWORD
By JOE PAVLAT

A case where “new”
happens in threes
By Joe Pavlat
Specification development, like many things in life, rarely happens at a measured pace. Nothing will come out for a while,
and then all of a sudden several specifications emerge at once.
PICMG activities are no exception. Three new specifications
have recently been ratified or are in the final stages of ratification, and each creates new market opportunities for vendors of
PICMG-compliant products.
One of the more ambitious efforts has been to develop a comprehensive and well-tested specification for hardened conduction-cooled MicroTCA systems. The completed spec, MTCA.3,
defines a series of ruggedization levels designed to allow manufacturers to offer a range of products suitable for indoor and outdoor telecom applications. MTCA.3 applies as well to extremely
rugged systems for mil/aero environments supporting high
shock, vibration, and temperature ranges from -40 ºC to +85 ºC.
An outside lab performed extensive connector testing to cover
the full range of mil/aero requirements, including shock, vibration, corrosion, and continuity. The backplane connector passed
with flying colors, and the full test report will soon be available
on the PICMG Web site.

Mark Leibowitz from BAE Systems gave an excellent presentation on this technology at the 2010 AdvancedTCA Summit. His
presentation has been archived and can be viewed at http://www.
advancedtcasummit.com/English/Conference/Proceedings_
Chrono.html.
CompactPCI has been an extremely popular platform for a wide
range of applications and is still going strong after 15 years. In
that time, however, a number of new interfaces and interconnects have been developed for commercial computing, which of
course drives the silicon. Parallel buses have largely given way to
serial interconnects. Integrated circuit manufacturers know that
transistors are basically free but pins are not, and serial interfaces reduce pin count. Because most are point-to-point they also
reduce capacitance and therefore tend to be fast.
(Continued on Page 23)

The basic concept allows the use of standard, off-the-shelf
Advanced Mezzanine Card modules, of which there are many
hundreds in the market. An aluminum clamshell cocoon encases
the card to create a thermal transfer path as well as providing
increased mechanical rigidity and EMI protection. Of course systems requiring extreme temperature ranges might need to use parts
specifically designed for those environments and thus require special versions of commercial cards. By defining a number of ruggedization levels MTCA.3 allows conduction-cooled MicroTCA
systems (Figure 1) to span a wide range of price points.
Consistent testing now possible
The MTCA.3 spec does another thing that is unique. Mil/aero
customers told PICMG that they are often frustrated by testing
that takes place on test jigs the customers develop in-house, a
practice that makes test uniformity from vendor to vendor impossible. This approach also makes product comparisons difficult.
The MTCA.3 spec defines very specific test setups for connectors, modules, and completed systems.

Figure 1
Conduction-Cooled MicroTCA System. Photo
courtesy of BAE Systems
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SOFTWARE
CORNER
By CURT SCHWADERER

Internet traffic trends and
Deep Packet Inspection at
multi-gigabit data rates
By Curt Schwaderer
Current Cisco VNI projections estimate that over a five-year period bandwidth needs for currently
known applications will grow over four hundred percent! These apps will roam a wide range covering
12 major categories. That is not even taking into account the categories we do not know about yet.
And within each of these categories are other sub-applications. For example, on-line gaming is one
category, but there are thousands of different games and game systems that are recognizable by
the ports they use and/or the content of the IP packets. Further, by the end of this year, Internet video
will surpass peer-to-peer file transfer as the highest single percentage of traffic on the Internet. This
brings with it another challenge – although video can tolerate some small loss in packets, video has
significant real-time delivery requirements, which must be managed carefully by the network to keep
quality acceptable. This increased bandwidth demand at a time when the largest single contributor
to bandwidth usage is changing from a reliable, non-real time application to a real-time application
presents real challenges to network service providers.
Based on the Internet usage trends it’s not hard to understand
why Internet infrastructure must undergo significant change in
order to support this dramatic increase in demand and evolution
in traffic types.
Individual users have been and will increasingly be accessing
multiple services from the Internet simultaneously – gaming,
file transfer, voice, and video to name a few. As individuals start
using significant bandwidth for multiple applications, it’s going to
become more important to be able to identify the services being
used by an individual user and be able to prioritize and/or manage the bandwidth by that user application-by-application. Simply
using layer 3 or 4 information like IP addresses and well-known
ports is no longer sufficient. It’s also important to identify the
applications above the layer 4 ports for a variety of reasons:
❯ To manage bandwidth among applications
❯ To perform Quality of Service (QoS)
functions throughout the network
❯ To perhaps even personalize services or information based
on applications commonly used by individual subscribers.
Network infrastructure updates (and even overhauls) aren’t
cheap. In order to keep up with the dramatic usage increases and

fund network upgrades, service providers will probably have
to employ a billing model where charges are partially based on
bandwidth usage and traffic types. This kind of a billing model
depends on identifying applications being used in real-time by
all subscribers.
All this boils down to the ability to look deeper than the packet
stream’s IP and TCP/UDP headers. The network must be able to
parse through content, assemble enough of an application message,
and identify traffic usage and patterns based on this information.
That’s where Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) comes in. DPI
enables myriad new capabilities in the realm of network management, QoS, and security functions.
Safa Alkateb, General Manager, Solutions & Services of Cavium
Networks, offered details on Deep Packet Inspection applications and hardware/software support that enables multi-gigabit
DPI processing in a recent E-cast [1].
Safa explained why DPI is important and walked through
the multicore hardware and parallelized software capabilities
needed to manage the network content issues described in the
opening of this article.
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DPI: Four major functions
DPI functions fall into one of four
categories:
❯ Protocol analysis/application
recognition. This kind of capability is
useful for application-specific billing
and customized user experience
(for example, ad injection,
recommended sites, and similar)
based on their application usage.
❯ Anti-malware/anti-virus. Realtime detection of spam, viruses,
and other malware for security and
protection. Most malware isn’t
detectable at layers 3 or 4 – they
require matching signatures in the
content in order to detect them.
❯ Intrusion Detection and Prevention
(IDS/IPS). Identify attacks, worms,
Trojan horses, and other attempts
to break into corporate networks.
A closely related function is Data
Leakage Prevention (DLP) –
identification of users or applications
that shouldn’t be on the enterprise
or content that shouldn’t be
entering or leaving the enterprise.
❯ URL filtering. Restricting
or not permitting access
to certain Web sites.
The key factor in all of these functions
is the ability to search through content
in order to perform some combination of
these four functions at line rates. Today
that means anywhere from 1 gigabit up to
40 gigabits – quite a challenge!

input/output. The OCTEON II also has a
number of hardware accelerators, which
includes a third-generation pattern search
capability with Hyper Finite Automata
(HFA) engines on board the OCTEON
II. In addition to these capabilities crypto
algorithms and compression capabilities
are also built into the chip.
A single chip DPI solution like the
OCTEON II family covers a price/performance spectrum. At the high performance
end, the OCTEON II can support 30-40
gigabits per second DPI solutions. Other
members of the OCTEON family can fit a
low Bill of Material (BOM) cost solution
for 1 gigabit per second DPI solutions.
Design considerations for DPI
A daunting number of considerations
stand in the way of tailoring for one of the
specific DPI functional areas described
above. For example, here are some of the
most common capabilities needed in order
to perform DPI:
IP & TCP reassembly
Unfortunately, the Internet is not
always kind. Packets arrive out of order,
retransmissions happen, and packets
get dropped. Although it happens very
infrequently, the creation of IP fragments on the network is a worry. In order
to accurately scan content information,

TCP messages must be reassembled.
Therefore, one of the key foundational
capabilities is the ability to properly reassemble and deliver TCP messages.
Centralized flow manager
It’s important to be able to keep state for
all the different flows going through the
system. One reason is for proper TCP
reassembly as described above. Another
reason is to be able to gather a complete
client-to-sever and server-to-client transaction in order to identify the application
and request outcomes. Signatures being
looked for may cross IP or TCP packet
boundaries, and if packets across a single
packet flow aren’t looked at together,
signature matches may be missed. This
requires a centralized flow management
system that can keep flow state based on
TCP/IP port/IP address tuples in order to
perform these functions.
HTTP tracking, dechunk, decompress
The most commonly used content transport on the Internet is HTTP. It’s used
for all Web-access related services and
includes HTTP GET/POST transactions
as well as dechunking and decompression. So in order to properly parse content
for DPI, it’s important to be able to perform HTTP header parsing and dechunk/
decompression services when warranted.

The need for multicore processors
Parsing through hundreds of thousands
of flows at multi-gigabit speeds requires
more than just a fast processor. It requires
a highly optimized multi-processing
capability with hardware acceleration to
perform some of the more specialized
DPI functions.
Figure 1 shows Cavium’s OCTEON II
CN6XXX family multicore processor
architecture. It starts with up to thirty-two
MPIS64 cores that can be independently
controlled to perform DPI or control
plane functions. Up to 20 SERDES ports
provide over 40 gigabits per second or 30
million packets per second of information
8
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Figure 1
Cavium OCTEON II Architecture
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Flexibility and customization
Core DPI infrastructure must be malleable so that it can be updated for
changes in Web applications over time
and be configured to “cast a wide or
narrow net” based on the application.
For example, traffic analysis requires a
wide net – you simply want to analyze
all the flows going through the pipe and
determine the traffic mix based on the
network application. Enterprise surveillance on the other hand might require a
“narrow net,” for instance looking for a
specific subscriber within the network
and monitoring their activities.
In-line or off a passive tap?
One of the important considerations for
the DPI application is whether the inspection happens in-line or as a passive processing element. In-line processing, as the
name suggests, means that the processing
occurs in-between the client and server
communication. The DPI would either be
built into a router that is moving the packets or be placed in-line with the delivery
endpoint to perform the DPI functions.
In-line applications can be tricky because
if the DPI engine dies or can’t keep up,
the users see service degradation within
the network, which is a big no-no. Passive
tap configurations tend to be more popular applications with DPI. This is where
the bidirectional traffic is tapped and sent
to the DPI engine for inspection without
affecting the in-line communication. With
this configuration, the DPI is non-intrusive
and cannot adversely affect network performance or availability numbers.
Software for all four major DPI
functions
Cavium Networks has a professional services division that can provide design
guidance for multicore applications. The
services encompass implementation, testing, benchmarking, and performance analysis. In addition to these services, Cavium
Solutions & Services also has a TurboDPI
software solution specifically designed and
implemented for the Cavium OCTEON II
family of multicore processors.
TurboDPI software addresss the four
major CPI functions. The software is also
configurable, allowing users to specify

the particular function or functions they
need for their application.
The software package can run on any
OCTEON II-based system at the chip
or board level. Some examples of readymade boards include AMC modules for
AdvancedTCA blades and single- or
dual-port 10 Gigabit Ethernet NIC PCI
Express (PCIe) cards.
Developers can load the TurboDPI software on any number of cores, leaving
extra cores to run custom software or perform the host processing for the system.
SNORT-type rules can be dynamically
added to the system along with other
global configuration information to allow
the system to perform rules and signature
matching. Configuring the software to
add the DPI results pre-pended or postpended to the message frames is another
option. The DPI results include:
❯ Flow ID – This allows the host
software to match packets
within a given flow.
❯ Malware results – The information
here includes the virus ID that
was matched against and where
it was found in the message.
❯ Intrusion detection and prevention
information – Captures packets
identified by configured rules and
returns the rule ID matched against.
❯ Protocol analysis results – Every
configuration contains an ID and
the protocol analysis is no exception
– an application ID is returned
along with the requested meta data
from the messaging content.
❯ Filtered URLs – A report
of all URL IDs found and
filtered from the system.
In terms of the configuration APIs for
TurboDPI – the host system has these APIs
available to it for configuring the system:
❯ Signature update APIs – This is
used for the malware/antivirus part
of the DPI. Cavium Services has
partnered with best-in-class providers
of malware and antivirus signatures
for entry into this API. However, the
signatures extend beyond just the

malware and antivirus area. They
also cover rules based signatures for
application recognition and intrusion
detection and prevention controls.
❯ Flow Statistics API – Not only
can you get the DPI meta data
information described above,
statistics are kept for all flows, so
host management software can
characterize things like traffic types
and line loading for the system.
❯ Log APIs – This is used for logging
events and other information,
but instead of doing these things
via the messaging APIs, they are
stored in files for later access.
❯ Other control API information for
configuring how the software should
be behaving within the context of
the system – For example, which
DPI components are active in the
system, rules definitions, cores
used, and communications paths to
the host system are all configurable
through this part of the API.
Summary
Deep Packet Inspection has been a very
hot topic over the past few years and
looks to continue to be so from both a
technical and legislative perspective.
The variety of the applications and services that can be implemented based on
being able to perform more fine-grain
analysis of traffic contents is almost endless. Of course DPI is also in the middle
of network neutrality controversy. The
ability to analyze traffic content and patterns also makes possible censorship and
unfair bandwidth preference practices.
Regardless of network neutrality issues,
Deep Packet Inspection technology
could serve a key role in the ability
for network providers to continue to
evolve their networks to provide quality services despite the steep rise both in
subscribers and in their ever-increasing
bandwidth needs.
For more information, contact Curt at
cschwaderer@opensystemsmedia.com.
[1] Register to view the archived E-cast,
“‘Wirespeed DPI’– No longer an Oxymoron”
with slides and audio at: http://ow.ly/3PcV2
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Next generation
processor technology
and embedded
computing
By Jim Renehan

Jim updates us on the diverse range of embedded board and system hardware
platforms utilizing the 2nd generation Intel® Core™ processor family and how this
new technology can help meet the processing, platform security, video, graphics,
and power consumption requirements of today’s industrial computer systems.
Introduction
We hear the message so often about how the latest and greatest processor and chipset are going to make our collective lives
easier that we frequently tune out what’s being presented on specific CPU technology advancements. Our attitude could be due
to a jaded view of technology, but more than likely this situation is caused by information overload. We’re all so busy that we
often don’t have time to digest the real meaning of a processor
technology advancement and its practical meaning for embedded
computing applications. In this article we will explore the technical merits of what Intel is officially calling the “2nd generation
Intel® Core™ processor family.” (See Figure 1.) Intel developed
these next generation processors under the codename “Sandy
Bridge.” The company introduced the first series of processors
and chipsets (formerly known as Cougar Point) earlier this year.
We will examine what is under the hood of these new CPUs and
see how some of the features and basic processor design changes
can enhance embedded computing system solutions.
There has been a lot of talk regarding the “2nd generation Intel®
Core™ processor family.” Some of the information out there is
pure hype. However, major design changes to the processor in
10
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the Sandy Bridge architecture should vastly improve the single
board computer, embedded motherboard, and industrial computer system performance, power efficiencies, and platform
security. Industrial computing solutions deployed in Mil-COTS
applications, medical imaging, and industrial automation

Figure 1
2nd generation Intel® Core™ processor.
(Courtesy Intel Corporation.)

CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems

systems are well suited to take full advantage of the many
Sandy Bridge micro-architecture features. There are a variety
of new embedded computing boards on the market or about
to be introduced that incorporate the new generation of processors and chipsets. We will examine how board factors such
as SHB Express® (PICMG® 1.3), COM Express® (Figure 2),
CompactPCI®, and OpenVPX® are taking advantage of the features of the 2nd generation Intel® Core™ processor family in a
variety of embedded computing system designs.
Processor and chipset technology overview
There are multiple versions of the 2nd generation Intel® Core™
processors. Some are available now, and the schedule calls for
some to roll out over the next 12 months. One thing to keep in
mind about this new generation technology is the variety of different processors and chipsets that are available, each with unique
attributes that can enhance specific embedded computing solutions. We need to have a basic understanding of the various versions of the processor and chipset available with this 2nd generation architecture because some features come at an application
cost. For example, the Intel® Core™ i7-2610UE and Intel® Core™
i7-2655LE may be best suited to small form factor boards such
as processor AMCs and EPIC motherboards because of their
25 W and 17 W TDP ratings, but these lower power ratings come
at a cost of lower CPU frequencies, fewer cores, and less cache.
If these factors are critical for your application, you need to consider that during the system design phase of your project. At the

Figure 2
COM Express Module. (Courtesy ADLINK
Technology.)

Figure 3
SHB Express (PICMG 1.3) System Host Board.
(Courtesy Trenton Technology.)

other end of the processor spectrum, the desktop Intel® Core™
i7-2600, and some future Intel® Xeon® advanced server versions,
have base core speeds over 3.4 GHz, four processing cores with
Intel® Hyper-Threading, as well as tremendous graphics and platform security capabilities, but these features come at a cost of
TDP ratings approaching 95 W. Again, boards such as the SHB
Express (PICMG 1.3) single board computer shown in Figure 3
and MicroATX motherboards that use these processor versions
tend to be in larger rackmount and shelfmount embedded computing solutions that are designed to handle high-performance application requirements. Here’s a list of the base features common to
all flavors of the 2nd generation Intel® Core™ processor family.
Processor die reordering and efficiency improvements
Several processing sections on the die have been reordered to
more tightly integrate the memory interface, processing cores,
and the traditional Northbridge functions. This reordering creates additional bandwidth while reducing latency. Efficiency
upgrades related to how the processor accesses memory cache
enable system improvements without necessarily generating
more on-die heat. The decoded micro operations can now be
buffered on the processor die and the CPU’s execution units can
handle two processor loads in parallel. The net result of these
changes to the 2nd generation Intel® Core™ processor architecture is a marked increase in overall system performance.
32nm process technology
This new processor technology packs twice as many transistors
on the CPU die as compared to previous generation Intel processors. While this leads to improved processing capability, it
can also lead to a significant increase in on-die heat generation.
Several new power-handling improvements overcome this basic
law of physics to produce some excellent performance-per-watt
system test results.
Processor power consumption reduction
The 2nd generation Intel® Core™ processors have a new power
control unit on the CPU die that redistributes power to different
cores, including the new graphics core, based on the system’s
computational processing and graphical demands. Intel also redesigned the CPU’s scheduler code to reduce power consumption
while performing additional instruction execution.
Single component chipset design
The term “chipset” is a bit of a misnomer these days given that
many of the memory interface and system interfaces reside in the
processor die. Residence in the processor die enabled the previous
generation processors to combine the two-component Northbridge
and Southbridge chipset into one low-power component called the
“Platform Controller Hub.” This single component, low-power
“chipset” approach is also used in the latest PCH versions to
enhance overall power savings in new system designs. The PCHs
available today for use with the 2nd generation Intel® Core™ processors are the Intel Q67 and QM67. Later this quarter the Intel
C206 will be available for use with the advanced server versions
of the CPUs.
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Additional processor features
The following list of features is available on most versions of the
2nd generation Intel® Core™ processor:
❯ Enhanced graphics controller supports
multiple video interfaces.
❯ Intel® Advanced Vector Extension (AVX)
doubles vector width, which should provide a 2x
performance increase in many applications.
❯ 256-bit extension to SSE is also available.
❯ System platform security and remote management
capabilities have been increased with Intel® AMT 7.0, Intel®
VT and Intel® TXT.

❯ ECC memory support is now included in the advanced
server versions of the 2nd generation Intel® Core™ processor.
❯ More available PCIe 2.0/1.1 links available
out of the processor and the PCH.
Putting technology to work
So now you ask something like, “Great, now why do I care?” or
more precisely, “How does this new processor technology help
me in my embedded computing system applications?” Both are
valid questions, and the simple answer in some applications is that
your specific system requirements may not need the latest processor technology. If your current system solution is running just
fine, then leave it alone. However, application software, platform security, network
interfacing, and video/graphics demands are
constantly placing more of a strain on the
embedded board’s available resources. And
of course everybody wants to make more
efficient use of power in his or her system
designs. As we saw in the previous section
all of these concerns are addressed to one
degree or another by the 2nd generation
Intel® Core™ processor family.
Now the question might be rephrased as,
“Is there an embedded single board computer board form factor available with these
new processors for my specific system
design?” There are many computing system
form factors available today, all demanding embedded boards that optimally match
the application. The good news is that there
are number of different board form factors
(3U CompactPCI for example – see Figure
4) available from a variety of vendors that
implement the 2nd generation Intel® Core™
processor and related platform controller
hub. Some boards support lower-end/lowpower processor versions. Others support
higher-end CPUs that provide more functionality while consuming more power.
The size, shape, and industry specification
adherence run the gamut from small COM
Express modules and OpenVPX cards
(Figure 5) up to SHB Express single board
computers and MicroATX motherboards.
Table 1 lists some of the available embedded
boards currently on the market that support
the 2nd generation Intel® Core™ processor.
Conclusion
It’s clear that the Sandy Bridge processor
architecture has some compelling features
and capabilities for embedded computing
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applications. The ability to support multiple video and graphics
displays, extensive PCI Express interfaces that connect directly
to the processor, power savings, and data throughput increases
implemented in this new CPU architecture all bode well for future
industrial computer system designs. Many different single board
computer form factors are available to drop into a wide variety of system designs. Applications in Government & Defense,
Communications, Medical, and Industrial Automation will all
benefit from this quantum leap in processor and embedded computer board technology.
Jim Renehan is Director of Marketing and
Business Development for Trenton
Technology. Jim has held various marketing
and application engineering positions in the
embedded computing, industrial
automation, and automatic identification
industries. Jim holds a BS in Industrial
Technology from Iowa State University of
Science and Technology in Ames, Iowa.

Figure 4
3U CompactPCI processor boards.
(Courtesy ADLINK Technology.)

Trenton Technology
jrenehan@trentontechnology.com
www.trentontechnology.com
Intel, Intel Core, Intel Xeon, and Intel Advanced Vector Extensions are
trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation.
PICMG, SHB Express, COM Express, and CompactPCI are registered
trademarks of the PCI Industrial Computer Manufacturers Group.
PCI Express is a registered trademark of the PCI-SIG.
All other product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective owners.

Figure 5
OpenVPX card (Courtesy X-ES) and MicroATX
motherboard (Courtesy Trenton Technology.)

Embedded Computer Board Form Factors
Vendors

SHB Express
(PICMG 1.3)

COM Express
(COM module)

CompactPCI

ADLINK
Technology

NuPro-E340

Express-HR

cPCI-3970
(3U CompactPCI)

OpenVPX

Avalue
Technology

EPIQM57

Concurrent
Technologies

TR80x/39x (3U module)
VX81x/09x(6U module)

Eurotech

Adbc8034

Kontron

ETXexpress-SC
(Type 2 and Type 6
versions available)

Nexcom

ICES267

Trenton
Technology

EPIC

Planned
(3U & 6U SBC
boards)

TSB7053 &
BXT7059

X-ES

Xpedite7470 (3U module)

Table 1
Some of the available embedded boards supporting the 2nd generation Intel® Core™ processor.
CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems
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COTS conduction-cooled
CompactPCI for military
applications
By Jack Chang

Jack describes why key must-haves for a wide
range of military applications – wider operating
temperatures, higher shock and vibration tolerance,
and better reliability – are addressed by conductioncooled CompactPCI systems.
Conduction-cooled CompactPCI systems
offer rugged and reliable Commercial
Off-the-Shelf (COTS) solutions for fanless computing systems. These systems
perform in the harsh, rugged, and confined environments that are encountered
in land, sea, and airborne installations.
Conduction-cooled CompactPCI blades
expand operating temperatures, tolerate
higher shock and vibration, and extend
MTBF compared to air-cooled products.
An approved conduction-cooling mechanical standard for both 6U and 3U
CompactPCI boards makes interoperability among vendors a reality, increasing
the choices available to system integrators and allowing them to leverage COTS
technology at reduced cost over Mil-Spec
systems. Modifying standard commercial
off-the-shelf products to meet the more
stringent environmental requirements of
defense programs increases cost effectiveness. Using the same “base” design
for both commercial and rugged products
provides the following advantages:
14
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❯ Efficient use of R&D resources
and simultaneous deployment of
the latest technologies in both
commercial and rugged designs
❯ Reduced Time-to-Market and cost
for rugged products, compared to
traditional ruggedization techniques
❯ Increased economies of scale from
combined manufacturing volumes
❯ Common software support
for commercial and rugged
versions saves time and effort
for vendors and customers
Low-or no-air environments and
conduction cooling
Conduction cooling is the transfer of heat
away from a circuit board and its components through a thermally conducting
material. This conductive material ushers heat to the system enclosure and dissipates it to the external surroundings.
Conventional cooling relies on airflow to
carry heat away from the device, or in the
absence of airflow, can cool low-power

devices only. Figure 1 shows two 6U
CompactPCI blades, one that relies on air
cooling, and one uses conduction cooling.
Conduction cooling, on the other hand,
can dissipate heat when airflow is
impractical, such as in sealed enclosures
and confined spaces, or when little or no
air is available, as in high-altitude and
underwater applications. The absence
of moving parts such as cooling fans
in conduction-cooled systems increases
reliability and makes them suited for
use in mission-critical applications and
harsh environments. And higher resistance to shock and vibration typically
results from using a machined metal
cooling plate as the thermally conducting material.
Mechanical specification
The mechanical specification for
CompactPCI is defined by the IEEE 1101
series of standards. Conduction-cooled
3U and 6U CompactPCI systems are
further defined by the ANSI/VITA 30.1
standard, which evolved from the IEEE
1101.2 mechanical specification for
conduction-cooled 6U VME cards. VITA
30.1 allows for mechanical compatibility
of conduction-cooled CompactPCI blades
and chassis from different manufacturers

CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems

A key rule is that all boards must be
capable of insertion into standard, aircooled CompactPCI chassis. This allows
system integrators to begin prototyping
conduction-cooled systems using commercial chassis and air-cooled peripheral cards, significantly reducing development time.
To accommodate I/O expansion on conduction-cooled CompactPCI blades using
industry standard PCI Mezzanine Cards
(PMCs), the VITA 20 specification defines
the design rules for Conduction Cooled
PMCs (CCPMC) and conduction-cooled
PMC carrier boards. CCPMCs have a
reduced component space that is occupied
by thermal and mechanical interfaces to
the conduction-cooled carrier.

Modifying a standard blade for
conduction cooling
To modify a standard CompactPCI blade
for conduction cooling, a machined aluminum cooling plate matching the component layout is secured to the board to
conduct heat away from components to
the card edges, as shown in Figure 2.
The cooling plate also improves the
structural rigidity of the standard commercial blade, minimizing flexing of
the board and allowing it to meet shock
and vibration requirements for rugged
applications.
Cooling plate functions
Thermal
The cooling plate acts as a heatsink for
the board components. The underside

Figure 1
Conventional air-cooled 6U CompactPCI blade (left)
and conduction-cooled blade (right).

Figure 2
Mechanical layout of a 3U CompactPCI conduction-cooled blade.
CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems
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of the plate is machined to match the
component heights and locations on the
blade. Heat is carried away to the card
edges where a wedge lock mechanism
secures the blade inside the chassis and
provides a thermal interface to transfer
the heat to the chassis and surrounding environment. In conduction-cooled
applications, the temperature at the
interface between the wedge locks and
the walls of the chassis’s card slot determines the blade’s operating temperature.
The mass and heat dissipation properties
of the cooling plate effectively lower the
operating temperature of the hottest components and average out the temperatures
on the blade by transferring heat from hotter to cooler areas. Additionally, by reducing the temperature differences between
regions on the board, physical strain
resulting from differing thermal expansion coefficients of components and board
materials is minimized. This results in
improved reliability by increasing MTBF.
Mechanical
The cooling plate covers most of the
component side of the blade and provides
mechanical support to the entire board.

Figure 3
6U CompactPCI conductioncooled blade inserted
into enclosure.
16
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Flexing is reduced and mechanical stiffening provided to increase resistance to
shock and vibration. The wedge locks
secure the blade to the chassis and minimize motion of the card inside the enclosure. (See Figure 3.)
Conduction-cooled chassis
Conduction-cooled systems make using
sealed enclosures and thus protection
from harmful environments possible.
Such systems can also operate in confined spaces with little or no airflow. Air
Transport Rack (ATR) form factor enclosures have been a de facto standard for
aircraft electronic equipment for over half
a decade. ATR enclosures are available
in a wide range of case sizes, and many
COTS conduction-cooled ATR chassis
for 3U and 6U CompactPCI systems are
on the market today.
Case in point: remote sonar system
An example of a military application utilizing the advantages of conduction cooling
is a remote sonar system towed underwater
by a naval vessel. The sonar system detects
vessels and other objects under water and
consists of transmitter and receiver transducer arrays and a main transceiver. An
ADLINK CT-31 3U CompactPCI conduction-cooled computing blade (Figure 4)
controls the sonar system. COTS peripheral cards for data collection and signal
processing accompany the CT-31 blade.

A custom sealed enclosure inside the
main transceiver houses the system. The
ADLINK CT-31 provides the required
processing power in the limited space
available in the towed unit and leverages
COTS technology to make possible a
high-performance system that costs less
than Mil-Spec systems. The CT-31’s fanless conduction-cooling capability, rugged design, and low-power consumption
meet the customer’s requirements for
low noise, high reliability, and the ability to operate in a confined underwater
environment.
Mobile air defense radar system
Radar systems play a crucial role in air
defense, producing vital data for timely
location of enemy positions. A lightweight mobile weapons vehicle requires
a radar system with high computing
performance and data transfer rates in
order to carry out automatic target recognition and provide computer-based
decision aids to the operator. The system
is installed in the limited space available
in the vehicle with minimal airflow and
must be able to withstand the harsh environments of the battlefield. An ADLINK
CT-61 6U CompactPCI conductioncooled computing blade controls the
radar system (Figure 5). The blade’s
Intel Core i7 processor enables the radar
system to perform its mission with high
speed and extended range and accuracy.

Figure 4
CompactPCI conduction-cooled application in a remote sonar system.
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The system is housed in a sealed ATR
enclosure and meets the application
requirements of compact size, ruggedness, reliability and wide operating temperature range.
Blade series incorporates a
number of conduction-cooling
advantages
ADLINK has developed the “CT Series”
of conduction-cooled CompactPCI
blades in both 3U and 6U sizes. These
blades share electronic designs with standard convection-cooled models and take
advantage of their combined manufacturing volumes. CT Series blades feature an
extended operating temperature range
and significantly higher shock and vibration tolerance than their conventionally
cooled counterparts.
The ADLINK CT-31 3U CompactPCI
conduction-cooled computing blade is
powered by a dual-core Intel Atom processor D510 and features up to 2 GB of
soldered DDR2-667/800 memory and
-40 °C to +85 °C operating range.
A 32nm process Intel Core i7 powers
the ADLINK CT-61 6U CompactPCI
conduction-cooled computing blade,
which includes up to 8 GB of soldered
DDR3-800/1066, two 64-bit/133 MHz
CCPMC sites, and -40°C to 85°C
operating range.

Conclusion
Conduction-cooled CompactPCI systems
are well suited to military applications
and are commonly deployed in land, sea,
and airborne systems. Conduction cooling meets the unique needs of military
environments by providing wider operating temperatures, higher shock and vibration tolerance, and better reliability than
equivalent air-cooled products, as well
as allowing the use of sealed enclosures
and operation in confined spaces where
there is little or no airflow. An approved
conduction-cooling mechanical standard
for CompactPCI provides for interoperability among vendors and allows system
integrators to utilize COTS products for
cost savings over Mil-Spec systems.
Jack Chang is Technical
Writer for ADLINK’s
Industrial Computing
Product Segment. Jack
has over seven years of
experience in embedded
computing product
documentation. He
previously worked as a
computer programmer for embedded
systems and has an M.Sc. in Physics from
the University of McGill.
ADLINK Technology
jack.chang@adlinktech.com
www.adlinktech.com

The future
of CompactPCI
is serial...

®

MEN Micro leads
the way again:
Save your system.
Migrate cost effectively.
Keep proven mechanics.

CompactPCI ® PlusIO
PICMG 2.30
■
■
■
■

100% compatible with
parallel CompactPCI®
PCI Express®, Ethernet, SATA, USB
Support of 4 peripheral slots
Fast 5 Gb/s connector

CompactPCI ® Serial
PICMG CPCI-S.0
■
■
■
■
■
■

Star architecture
Full Ethernet mesh
No bridges, no switches
Support of 8 peripheral slots
Fast 12 Gb/s connector
Proposed CPCI-S.0 CompactPCI®
Serial specification currently under
development

Count on MEN Micro to get you
to the future of harsh, mobile
and mission-critical embedded
technology first!

Figure 5
Mobile Air Defense Radar System utilizing a CompactPCI
conduction-cooled system in ATR enclosure.

MEN Micro, Inc.
24 North Main Street
Ambler, PA 19002
Tel: 215.542.9575
E-mail: sales@menmicro.com

www.men.de/cpci-serial
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Intelligent RTM

Spec brokers AdvancedTCA
and IRTM interoperability
By David Slaton

David explains the circumstances that led to the creation of a framework for design
disclosure to address Zone 3 interconnect standardization.
Modern computing systems, with their varied array of I/O choices,
have sought access to these I/Os in many different ways. With the
limitations of front-panel space and backplane standards that support only particular bus or fabric types, many standards provide
for passage of different I/O types to the rear through the use of
Rear Transition Modules (RTMs). In many cases, the particular
RTM standard specifies what I/O you need to route on specific
pins of specific connectors in specific locations. The PICMG 3.0
AdvancedTCA specification solves this problem by leaving the
primary rear transition I/O area known as “Zone 3” user-defined.
This approach creates flexibility and allows board developers to
create RTMs that are precisely matched to their specific board’s
I/O and power requirements. With the recently ratified PICMG
Intelligent RTM specification (IRTM.0), a framework has been
defined to foster disclosure of design information, promoting
interoperability of various implementations of Intelligent RTMs
(IRTMs) and to standardize a management infrastructure for
IRTMs to enable operation between compatible AdvancedTCA
Front Boards and IRTMs from different vendors (Figure 1).

Figure 1
A Typical AdvancedTCA IRTM

Figure 2
The IRTM Implementation Repository
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An electrical extension of the front
board
The “wide open” concept behind the
Zone 3 area is a good thing. Board
designers using other board standards
have been frustrated with the fixed
choice of connector types and pinouts
for the rear interconnects that don’t
always match well with the particular
I/Os trying to egress. With Zone 3, board
designers are free to select from a seemingly
unlimited set of connectors with which
to pass the I/O to a rear transition module. Combinations of single-ended interconnects and differential interconnects
can be easily accommodated by using
separate connectors in the Zone 3 area.
Need better power connections? Find
yourself a stouter power connector, and
throw that in as well. The possibilities
for functionality on the RTM are greatly
increased with the use of applicationspecific interconnects. In fact, the RTM
for AdvancedTCA, as opposed to traditional RTMs, has essentially become an
electrical extension of the Front Board,
many times containing electrical components of complexity equal to what you’d
find on the Front Board.

information, diverse interoperable product development is stifled.

appears on the PICMG website has not
been determined.

As the equipment providers and their
suppliers are all members of PICMG, and
the issue surrounds the Zone 3 section
of AdvancedTCA, the members decided
to create a framework for design disclosure. This framework is known as the
“IRTM Mechanical Keying Repository.”
A representation of the data stored in the
repository is shown in Figure 2. As of this
writing the exact format of the data as it

Simple in concept, the repository is maintained on the PICMG website and allows
sponsors of a particular Zone 3 implementation to publicize links to their implementation-specific design information.
It also allows supporters of a particular
Zone 3 implementation to publicize their
support. It is believed that an even bigger
benefit will be realized as designers reference the repository when considering new

There is a downside to all of this flexibility, however. The variety of Zone 3 implementations led to situations where specific
RTMs must be used with specific Front
Boards, forming proprietary solutions.
These situations are ironic when one considers that AdvancedTCA was created to
foster a transition from legacy telecommunication systems with proprietary network
elements to modular network elements,
allowing for the use and reuse of standardized off-the-shelf components.
The need for standardization
The industry recognizes the need for standardization of the Zone 3 interconnects.
Communication equipment providers
have pushed standardization by utilizing
a common interconnect for Zone 3 on
their Front Board products and disclosing
their design information to various suppliers to provide a variety of compatible
RTMs. Until now, however, this design
information has remained largely in the
possession of the equipment providers
and some of their suppliers. Without a
forum for publically disclosing the design
CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems
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Front Board or RTM designs. Why reinvent the wheel? If designers find a Zone 3
implementation in the repository that
fits their applications well, it is expected
that they will adopt the implementation
to foster interoperability among products, increasing sales opportunities for
their new designs. Although there will
always be cases where a Zone 3 interface is so application-specific that it isn’t
widely supported, with Zone 3 implementations being fully disclosed products
should tend to gravitate to a relative few
implementations.
The repository contains the necessary
information for describing the various
IRTM implementations. For example, a
typical IRTM like that shown in Figure
1 might support a Zone 3 interconnect
that is standard with a variety of Front
Boards, using PCIe and other I/O standards like Gigabit Ethernet SERDES
signals at the interface. The general-purpose nature of PCIe, for example, would
allow other vendors to offer products
with features other than those shown in
Figure 1 while still remaining compatible with the same Front Boards.

With the management system mandated by IRTM.0 (more on that below),
the Front Boards can discover the particular IRTM installed and enable
I/Os as appropriate. PICMG assigns an
entry in the repository for each unique
implementation of the Zone 3 I/O interface (for example, entry #104, Figure
3) and products, assuming they were all
IRTM.0 compliant, would be referenced
as “IRTM.0 REP 104 Compliant.” This
term means that the product is compliant to the PICMG IRTM.0 specification,
and also to the sponsor’s implementation specific design document accessed
using the information in the repository
for entry #104. There would likely be
several entries in the repository for entry
#104 as there would likely be multiple
vendors offering multiple products (both
Front Board and IRTM) that support the
implementation. But, there would only
be one common source (the sponsor) for
design information for entry #104, and
all entries would reference this source. It
is the responsibility of the sponsor of the
implementation to maintain the quality of
the design document and to make revisions to the document.

Management for the RTM
A primary objective of IRTM.0 is to require
a level of manageability similar to what is
required for an AMC. The IRTM is another
managed FRU in the AdvancedTCA system as shown in Figure 4.
Just like an AMC, the IRTM is required
to have a Module Management Controller
(MMC) that handles the negotiation
with the Front Board’s IPMC in order
to enable the Zone 3 interface(s). In
fact, the management system definition
within IRTM.0 consists of references to
applicable sections of the AMC.0 specification, with some slight modifications.
For example, the specifics of the Zone 3
interfaces are left up to the discretion of
the implementation specific documentation, so the IRTM.0 specification does
not impose a requirement that signals
like PS#0 and PS#1 are present. All that
is required by IRTM.0 is that a method
be defined to detect when the IRTM is
fully seated and ready for management
by the IPMC. Similarly, the Front Board
must send an “enable” signal, although it
is not required to be implemented as on
an AMC, just functionally equivalent.

Figure 3
Design Document Relationships
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Additionally, concepts like “geographical addressing,” which are necessary to
differentiate multiple AMCs on a Front
Board, are not applicable to the IRTM.
However, other management aspects of
an AMC are out of necessity carried forward. The generation of a hot-swap event
based on the action of a switch and the
requirement for a blue LED enable the
management of an IRTM as it is inserted
or removed from a Front Board.
AMC and IRTM differences
Because of the uniqueness of the IRTM as
compared to an AMC, there are some other
differences in the way an IRTM is managed by the IPMC. In an AMC, the payload power supplied by the Front Board
is specified to be 12 V. However, power
supplied to the IRTM is implementation
specific. As a result, the IRTM.0 needs to
report power requirements to the IPMC
generically, regardless of the actual power
used on the Zone 3 interface. For simplicity’s sake, the IRTM.0 specification
requires that total power usage, regardless

of the power source, be expressed to the
IPMC in equivalent units of 12 V. For
example, if an IRTM uses 1.0 A of 5 V
and 2.1 A of 3.3 V (for a total of 12 W)
as the payload power, it would report to
the IPMC that it requires 1 A @ 12 V. This
allows the IPMC to properly collect total
power requirements into its overall budget
for reporting to the system manager. If a
need exists for determination to a finer
detail of power usage between the Front
Board and the IRTM, the implementationspecific design document is free to define
a suitable mechanism.
Another unique aspect of the Zone 3
interface over the AMC is its ability to
support significantly more than 31 ports
of signaling. The IRTM.0 specification
accommodates this by requiring that the
Zone 3 interface be divided into groups
of 31 ports (when necessary) per AMC
conventions and by assigning a unique
“On-Carrier Device ID” to each group.
To help prevent the overlapping of
“On-Carrier Device IDs” on the IRTM

and on the Front Board, the IRTM.0
specification requires that the Front
Board assign IDs in forward sequential
order starting with ID “0x00” whereas
the IRTM assigns IDs in reverse sequential order starting with ID “0x0F”. To
complete the management process, the
IPMC utilizes the “Zone 3 Interface
Compatibility record” to check for Front
Board and IRTM compatibility and
point-to-point E-Keying, as is done on
AMC to enable the various ports. Using
these mechanisms, complicated systems
with large numbers of ports can be configured to only enable ports determined
to be interoperable.
Deriving the bulk of the management
requirements from the AMC.0 specification minimizes the requirement for
new MMC firmware. An enable signal,
the blue LED, and the same hot-swap
behavior when the handle position
changes are required. This allows IRTM
insertion and removal to be managed in
a similar way as with an AMC. By sticking to the same power and port usage
reporting as defined in the AMC.0 specification, the PICMG community anticipates that a slight modification to MMC
firmware can enable IRTM.0 support. As
a result, designing RTM interfaces to be
compliant to IRTM.0 allows suppliers
to reconnect with the original intent of
AdvancedTCA, with a choice of interoperable modular equipment.
David Slaton is a
Senior NPI Design
Engineer for GE
Intelligent Platforms
and has worked on
embedded systems
design for 17 years.
During the past 12
years he has worked
on VPX, VME, CompactPCI,
AdvancedTCA, and AdvancedMC
designs ranging from high-speed data
I/O boards to Intel-based single board
computers. He holds a BSE from the
University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Figure 4
The IRTM in an AdvancedTCA System

GE Intelligent Platforms
david.slaton@ge.com
www.ge-ip.com
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User & Control Plane Processing for LTE, 4G,
NGMN and IMS Networks
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Adax products provide industry
leading performance and capacity
for LTE, 4G, NGMN & IMS networks.
The Adax PacketRunner provides the
keystone product that allows NEPs
unlimited I/O Subsystem configurations
to choose from. Designed to exceed
your system requirements, Adax
solutions offer superior scalability,
flexibility and price/performance ratios,
making them the perfect choice for
your SS7, ATM, IP, signaling and bearer
plane needs.

s !DAX 0ACKET2UNNER Advanced,
Intelligent, Packet Processing ATCA
carrier blade with Cavium 5650, 8 GBs
RAM, 4 AMC bays, robust power and
thermals
s 0ACKET!-# Front-end processing of
the Layer 2 protocols for Carrier Grade
transport from Edge to Core networks
s ($# SS7/ATM TDM controller with 8
E1/T1 Annex A or ATM ports, 248 LSLs
and TDM-iTDM IW

CompactPCI Serial
CompactPCI now has a major upgrade in the form of a new specification called CompactPCI Serial. It provides backwards compatibility so that existing cards can be used if the backplane is
configured to do so. In its pure form CompactPCI Serial features
eight lanes of PCI Express, SATA/SAS, USB, and an Ethernet
mesh on the backplane. The spec uses the FCI Airmax connector
as the main high-speed backplane connector, but old and new
connectors can be intermixed. CompactPCI Serial is defined
for 3U and 6U board size, supports Rear Transition Modules
(RTMs), and can be conduction cooled. Speaking of conduction
cooling, Jack Chang from ADLINK Technology has a good tutorial in this issue about conduction-cooled CompactPCI.
Intelligent RTM
Rear Transition Modules have long been popular for both
CompactPCI and AdvancedTCA. AdvancedTCA deliberately
does not define the connector that connects the front board to the
RTM, giving developers ample flexibility to use different connector types for different applications. High-density, high-speed,
coaxial, and even optical interconnects can be used. But in most
cases the front board/RTM pair must be from the same manufacturer. There is now an opportunity for that to change.
A new PICMG spec, called Intelligent RTM, or IRTM, has
recently been ratified. This spec does two important things.
First, it extends the system management architecture that is so
important for AdvancedTCA to the RTM. The RTM can now
be a fully managed resource. The PICMG Advanced Mezzanine
Card architecture is the basis for IRTM management and is used
with only minor modification.
The second thing the IRTM spec does is to define a “repository” of IRTMs compliant to the spec. This repository is under
development and will be available on the public PICMG Web
site. By using this repository, developers can see what others are
manufacturing. The hope is that by providing basic information
about the features of existing IRTMs some reuse and reduced
engineering expense can be achieved. David Slaton from GE
Intelligent Platforms, a major driver of the development of this
spec, offers additional details in his article in this issue.
Joe Pavlat
Editorial Director
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Advanced Mezzanine Cards
Advantech

5FTMB 4VJUFt*SWJOF $"64"
5PMM'SFF

www.advantech.com/NC

MIC-5203 & 5212 Quad & 10 Gigabit Ethernet AMC
The MIC-5203 is a quad-port GbE AMC, with RJ-45 or SFP options
using the Intel® 82580 Quad Gigabit Ethernet controller. The AMC
provides a PCIe x4 interface at 5 Gbps per lane on AMC Ports 4-7.
The MIC-5212 is a dual-port 10 GbE AMC with SFP+ modules for multiand single-mode fiber media and is based on the Intel® 82599ES
10 Gigabit Ethernet controller. It provides a PCIe x8 interface at
5 Gbps per lane. Its specialized features include Layer 2 & 3 security
with IPSec & LinkSec; VLAN tagging, stripping and packet
filtering; and TCP, iSCSI, and Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE)
offload. The MIC-5212 supports a PCIex4 (AMC Ports 4-7) or PCIex8
(AMC ports 4-11) host interface.
Both boards dissipate under 10W and comply with AMC.0 R1.0 and
R2.0. The PCIe reference clock can be supplied over FLCKA or an
onboard oscillator for systems without a PCIe reference clock.
Support for Intel’s offloading features yields maximum network
throughput.

FEATURES
! Intel® 82580 Quad Port Gigabit Ethernet Controller
! PCIe x4 Gen2 host interface
! Quad SFP or RJ-45 connectors
! Intel® 82599 Dual Port 10 Gigabit Ethernet Controller
! PCIe x8 Gen2 host interface
! Dual SFP+ connectors

For more information, contact: NCG@advantech.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47256

Advanced Mezzanine Cards: Connectors
HARTING North America

#PXFT3PBEt&MHJO *-64"
  

www.HARTING-usa.com

Plug Connector for AdvancedMC/MCH Modules
The HARTING Plug Connector for AdvancedMC modules replaces
the PCB gold pads, increasing the contact reliability. It is fully
compatible with AdvancedMC card edge connectors and can be
used in both MicroTCA™ and AdvancedTCA® environments.
The new version of the HARTING connector provides the required
data transmission speed of 12.5 Gbps. The assembly is streamlined
as the connector can now be mounted on the main component side
using an automatic pick and place machine and the standard reflow
soldering process.
For MicroTCA MCH modules with switched fabric functionality,
HARTING offers the new Piggyback Plug connector for a connection
from PCB #3 to the mating tongue #3 and #4.

FEATURES
! Replaces the PCB card edge gold pads
! Ensures controlled quality of both backplane and module side
! Accommodates small dimensional tolerances compared to

PCB card edge

! Guarantees a consistent, defined hard gold surface of the contacts
! Reduces mating forces of Advanced MC module
! Allows use of thicker PCBs > 1.76mm
! Compatible with standard reflow solder process
! Offers easy replacement of plug connector, not possible with

PCB card edge

! Provides overall cost savings
For more information, contact: more.info@HARTING.com
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SAMC-713 – AMC board with FMC site
The SAMC-713 Single Mid-/Full-Size Advanced Mezzanine Card
(AMC) is designed around the powerful Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA LXT or
SXT family, combining a wide range of fabric interfaces with colossal external memory. The Board’s FMC expansion site offers almost
endless I/O possibilities by installed FMC boards.
The SAMC-713 is intended for processing applications that require
high performance, high bandwidth, and low latency. The board
takes full advantage of the Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA’s power, which
makes the SAMC-713 perfect for reducing size, complexity, risks,
and costs associated with leading-edge software-defined radio
(SDR), telecommunication, networking, data processing, industrial,
and medical applications.

FEATURES
! FPGA Xilinx Virtex-6 LXT (LX130T to LX364T) or SXT(SX315T/495T)

family

! Four independent 16bit 2Gb DDR III SDRAM memory banks,

8Gb in total

! FMC expansion site for air/conduction cooled FMC boards
! 75 LVDS DDR pairs between FMC and FPGA, data transfer

rate 75Gbit/s

! Twelve full-duplex GTX lines
! Supports Gigabit Ethernet, PCI Express Gen1/Gen2 x8/x4/x1,

Serial RapidIO x4/x1, XAUI, SATA

! Supports CLK1, CLK2, and CLK3
! Work temperature range: 0 to +50° C or -40 to +85° C
For more information, contact: sales@setdsp.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47264
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ATM4-AMC

The ATM4-AMC is designed for use in all aspects of telecommunications networks. The ATM4 includes support for ATM
host termination, switching and L2/L3/L4 or higher interworking
between Gigabit Ethernet interfaces and ATM interfaces. With
support for AAL2 and AAL5, the ATM4 has the ability for realtime voice and video over AAL2, as well as signaling and IP over
AAL5 in 3G/4G networks. The ATM4 is ideal for demanding carrier
applications in Wireless 3G, 4G, LTE, IMS, Internet Access, Fixed/
Mobile Convergence and Next Generation Mobile Networks
such as:
t 4G, LTE-SAE
t WiMAX
t ASN Gateways
t 3G RNC, MSC, SGSN, and NodeB
t Voice over Packet
t Video Streaming
t Broadband Networks (incl GPON)
t ATM to IP Gateways
t Femtocell Access Controller

FEATURES
! Multi-Purpose I/O board for 3GPP/IMS/LTE/NGMN Wireless

Networks

! AMC form factor for ATCA & µTCA Platforms
! State-of-the-art Wintegra WinPath2 Network Processor
! On-board interworking in 3 different modes:

– IP over AAL5 AALx to UDP/IP GTP-U UDP/IP (3GPP
Standard 29.060) ATM - Ethernet
– Ethernet - ATM
– Ethernet - Ethernet
! 32,560 bi-directional IW channels
! ATM AAL2 & AAL5 on a single trunk
! Four OC-3c/STM-1 or Two OC-12/STM-4

For more information, contact: sales@adax.com
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Advanced Mezzanine Cards: I/O modules
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HDC3-AMC

The HDC3 is the third generation of the highly successful Adax SS7
controller and offers up to 8 T1, E1 or J1 trunks per card. Specifically
designed to meet the demands of wireline, wireless and convergence platforms, the HDC3 excels at traditional TDM SS7, HighSpeed ATM SS7 as well as I-TDM voice interworking. The HDC3
provides a high-density, high-performance solution for signaling
and interworking applications.
Delivering up to 248 LSL MTP2 links, I-TDM flows or 8 HSLs (Q.703
Annex A or 64 VCs of ATM AAL5) per card, the HDC3 provides one
of the highest densities on the market today, making it ideal for
demanding telecommunications applications with high capacity
and throughput requirements. The low-power onboard processor
performs many thousands of transactions per second, with minimal
load on the host, maximizing the performance of the applications
and reducing system costs without compromising reliability.

FEATURES
! 8 software selectable trunks of full E1, T1, or J1 per card
! Two, four, and eight trunk card options available
! A combination of up to 248 MTP2 LSLs and 8 MTP2 HSLs
! Simultaneous support for MTP2 LSLs, HSLs, and SS7 ATM AAL5
! Support for up to 128 channels of Frame Relay or a combination of

248 channels of HDLC, X.25, LAPB/D/F/V5 protocols
! Support for M3UA, M2PA, SCTP, and M2UA
! PMC, AMC, PCI-X, PCIe (Full-Height, Low-Profile, and
ExpressModule) board format
! Single HDC3 driver supports PCI/PCI-X, PCIe, PMC and AMC form
factors, so applications run unchanged across all architectures

For more information, contact: sales@adax.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p44210
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PacketAMC

The PacketAMC (PktAMC) provides front-end intelligent processing for Traffic and Bandwidth Management, QoS and Security
on all Wireless applications, delivering a highly available, highperformance, carrier-grade transport from the Edge to Core
networks.
With a Cavium OCTEON Plus processor, front-end processing of the
Layer 2 protocols can reside on the PktAMC, providing hardware
acceleration of the basic Layer 2 switching, while higher-level
functionality such as Advanced Layer 2 Switching and Routing,
MPLS-TP, PBB-TE, QoS, Layer 3 Networking, High Availability and
Management run on the Adax PacketRunner (APR).
The Adax PktAMC is applicable in the broadest range of ATCA
legacy and emerging network elements found in today’s networks
such as MSCs, MGWs, HLRs, x-CSCFs, HSSs, etc. The combination
of the PktAMC and the APR delivers a ‘foundation’ for LTE, 4G, IMS,
NGMN, VoLTE, UMA & Femtocell applications.
For more information, contact: sales@adax.com
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FEATURES
! ATCA subsystem for LTE, 4G, IMS, NGMN, VoLTE, UMA & Femtocell

applications
! High Performance Application Acceleration including:
– Packet processing,
– QoS queuing, scheduling and very low latency for
real-time traffic
– IPsec, SSL, SRTP, WLAN and 3G/UMB/LTE security
! Carrier Ethernet – MPLS-TP, LDP, RSVP-TE – PBB-TE
! High Performance Hardware Acceleration with Cavium OCTEON
Plus 5645 and 5650

www.compactpci-systems.com/p46815
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AMC-E24D Dual Display Graphics+Storage Module
This mid-size AMC offers both high performance dual display
graphics and SATA onboard storage in a single module. Featuring
the AMD Radeon™ E2400 graphics controller, the AMC-E24D module
supports two independent high resolution display devices (one
digital HDMI and one analog VGA) and features 128MB of on-chip
GDDR3 video memory for fast, high quality 2D and 3D graphics
rendering.
In addition, the module adds enterprise-grade SATA storage to
xTCA systems. It carries a 2.5 inch hard drive (HDD) or solid state
drive (SSD) with up to 320GB capacity for convenient local boot-up
and storage. The Port Selector feature converts SAS commands to
SATA allowing the use of SATA drives with compute modules that
only support SAS interfaces. This robust module is an excellent
I/O expander for ATCA carriers such as PDSi’s ATCA-F1 blade.

FEATURES
! AMD Radeon E2400 graphics processor for superior 2D and

3D graphics acceleration

! 128MB on-chip GDDR3 video memory
! Dual independent high performance display interfaces –

HDMI/DVI-D and analog VGA

! Dual integrated triple 10-bit DACs for dual RGB output
! Supports analog displays up to QXGA (2048 x 1536)

HDMI connection for 480p, 720p and 1080i output
! 2.5 inch, 9.5mm SATA drives – Enhanced Availability HDDs up to
320GB or Intel SSDs up to 160GB
! SAS to SATA converter allows SATA drives to interface with
SAS commands

For more information, contact: info.sales@pinnacle.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p45801
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AMC-4201 Freescale QorIQ P4080 AMC
The AMC-4201 is a single-width, mid-size AMC based on the
Freescale P4080 processor. It combines eight Power Architecture®
e500-mc cores operating at frequencies up to 1.5 GHz with highperformance, datapath acceleration logic, extensive networking
I/O, and peripheral bus interfaces. It combines powerful multicore
Power Architecture performance with network processing capabilities, and builds on the communications ubiquity of Freescale’s
QorIQ® product family. AMC-4201 provides 4 and 8 GB build options
for onboard DDR3 memory at 1333 MHz with ECC support. One frontpanel 10GbE SFP+ connector provides network access in addition to
a front panel console and debug port.
The unique SERDES design supports up to four different AMC port
configurations for a mix of SRIO, PCIe, XAUI and SGMII channels.
16 MBit SPI Flash and 2 GB NAND Flash provide onboard options for
software and storage. The AMC also provides 8 KHz and 19.44 MHz
telecom clock synchronization support.

FEATURES
! Freescale P4080 8 core e500-mc PowerPC, up to 1.5 GHz
! DDR3 up to 1600 MHz 8 GB with ECC support
! 4 MB SPI Flash and 2 GB NAND Flash
! One 10 GbE SFP+ for external access
! AMC.0, AMC.1, AMC.2, and AMC.4 compliant and configurable

SERDES channel (SRIO/XAUI/PCIe) support
! Efficient power consumption, typical 32W
! 8 KHz and 19.44 MHz Telecom Clock Sync support

For more information, contact: NCG@advantech.com
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Advanced Mezzanine Cards: Processor modules
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MIC-5603 2nd generation Intel® Core™ i3/i5/i7
The MIC-5603 targets network performance, graphics or vector
processing and compute intensive tasks. An optional HDMI port
connects to the processor’s on chip controller. With up to 8 GB
of DDR3 1333 MHz SDRAM with ECC support in a dual-channel design,
it is ideal for applications requiring low latency and reliable memory
access. An onboard fabric mezzanine interface enhances modularity
for a wider range of fat pipes and I/O choice with standard or custom
modules. External Ethernet connectivity is via two dedicated GbE
front panel ports from the Intel® 6 series chipset and onboard Intel®
82580 quad port LAN controller, which also provides two GbE ports
to the AMC base fabric and one to the fabric mezzanine.
The Intel 6 series chipset brings new remote management with KVM
over LAN and introduces faster I/O with SATA-III to AMC ports 2-3
and PCIe Gen2 x4 to the gold fingers. An optional fabric mezzanine
based Intel® 82599 connects dual 10 GbE to the fat pipes, positioning the AMC for cost effective offload capabilities with best-in-class
virtualization and acceleration.

FEATURES
! Supports 32nm Intel® Core™ i3, i5 and i7 processors
! Intel® QM67 PCH with embedded graphic controller (dual
!
!
!
!

independent display)
Up to 8 GB DDR3 1333 ECC memory
Front Panel with 2 x GbE, mini-USB, USB type A (mid-size version)
or 2 x GbE, mini-USB, 2 x USB type A, HDMI (full-size version)
2 x GbE and 2 x SATA-3 to common options ports and PCIe x4 to
Fat Pipes 4-7
Mapping of ports 8-11 and 17-20 depends on AMM (AMC Mezzanine
Module) type: PCIe x4, 2 x 10 GbE or 2 x SRIO x4 etc.

For more information, contact: NCG@advantech.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47260
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SAMC-404 – High performance DSP AMC board
The SAMC-404 Single Mid-/Full-Size Advanced Mezzanine Card
(AMC) is designed around high-performance TI TMS320C6457 DSP,
combining a wide range of fabric interfaces with colossal external
memory. Spartan-3AN FPGA interconnects with DSPs via GPIO lines
and supports their configuration via I2C bus.
The SAMC-404 is intended for processing applications that require
high performance, high bandwidth, and low latency. The board takes
full advantage of the TI TMS320C6457 DSP’s power, which makes
the SAMC-404 perfect for reducing size, complexity, risks and costs
associated with leading-edge software-defined radio (SDR), networking, data processing, telecommunication, industrial, defense
and medical applications.

FEATURES
! Four high-performance TI TMS320C6457 DSPs, each running

up to 1.20GHz

! Peak performance 38400MIPS
! Integrated Viterbi and turbo-code processors
! Highly efficient EDMA3 controller with 64 independent lines in
!
!
!
!
!
!

For more information, contact: sales@setdsp.com
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each DSP
Total DDRII SDRAM memory capacity 512/1024MB
Two Gigabit Ethernet channels
Two Serial RapidIO x4 buses
Supports CLK1,CLK2 and CLK3
Single Mid-/Full-Size AMC form-factor
Available now

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47262
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SAMC-514 – High performance Quad-core processor AMC board
The SAMC-514 Single Full-Size Processor AMC board is the second generation of SET’s high-performance Quad-core Processor
AMC boards. The SAMC-514 is designed around 2nd Generation
Intel Core i7 CPU, combining an unsurpassed range of fabric interfaces with a great amount of soldered DDR III memory.
The SAMC-514 is intended for processing applications that require
high performance, high bandwidth and variety of interfaces.
The board takes full advantage of the 2nd Generation Intel
Core i7’s power, which makes the SAMC-713 perfect for reducing
size, complexity, risks and costs associated with leading-edge
telecommunications, networking, data processing, DSP, industrial,
defense, and medical applications. The SAMC-514’s fabric interfaces
offer almost endless interconnect possibilities with other boards
in the chassis.

FEATURES
! 2nd Generation Quad-core Intel Core i7 CPU running at 2.10GHz
! Up to 8GB soldered DDRIII memory 1333MHz with ECC
! Up to 128GB onboard SATAII SSD
! Main fabric interface: 2xGigabit Ethernet, 2xSATAIII,

2xPCI Express Gen2 x4

! Extended fabric interface: 2xSATAII,PCI Express Gen2 x4,

2xUSB2.0, 2xUART

! Front panel: 2xGigabit Ethernet, HDMI, 2xUSB2.0, COM via USB
! Single Full-Size AMC board
! Available in Q’2 2011

For more information, contact: sales@setdsp.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47263
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MIC-5401 SAS/SATA Storage AMC
The Advantech MIC-5401 is a single-width/mid-size Advanced
Mezzanine Card (AMC) designed to support a 2.5" SAS or SATA
hard disk drive to work as an enterprise storage module on an
ATCA platform or in a MicroTCA™ shelf. The 2.5" hard disk drive is
connected to the AMC port 2 (SAS and SATA) and port 3 (SAS only)
according to the AMC.3 specifications.
Dual port SAS drives may be used on the MIC-5401 to increase the
interface bandwidth of failover support between dual hosts in fault
tolerant environments.

FEATURES
Single-width mid-size AMC form factor
SAS or SATA 2.5" hard disk drive compatible
Hot-swap capable
AdvancedTCA and MicroTCA compatible
Dual port SAS drive support
3.0 Gb/s interface speed support
Two thermal sensors to monitor onboard temperatures
System management compliant to PICMG3.0 R2.0, AMC.0 R2.0,
AMC.3 R1.0, and IPMI1.5
! Power-on hour counter
! HPM.1 compliant firmware upgrade and rollback support
through IPMB
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

For more information, contact: NCG@advantech.com
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AdvancedTCA, CompactPCI/2.16, MicroTCA, Custom
Elma Bustronic is focused on high-performance backplanes and our
line of PICMG-based solutions is 2nd-to-none.
Performing extensive signal integrity studies, Elma Bustronic’s
40G AdvancedTCA backplane offers impressive performance.
Contact Elma Bustronic today for more details.
Nobody offers a larger selection of backplanes and test accessories
for cPCI, 2.16, ATCA, MTCA, VPX, VXS, VME64x, and more. Our
sister company, Elma Electronic Inc. offers chassis platforms
and integrated board products for all types of applications. Elma’s
Components division also offers customized front panel, ejector
handle, and component solutions.

FEATURES
! New 40G AdvancedTCA backplanes, test reports available

upon request.

! CompactPCI/2.16 backplanes in Pluggable, EasyCable, and

Low Profile versions.

! MicroTCA backplanes in various configurations, including active

version with IPMB for power and cooling intelligence.

! Largest selection of test accessories for cPCI, ATCA,

MTCA (AMC), etc.

! Accessories include load boards, SerDes test units, extender cards,

RTM solutions, and more.

! Customized backplane solutions and board contract assembly

services.

For more information, contact: info@elmabustronic.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47261
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Adax PacketRunner
The Adax PacketRunner (APR) is an intelligent ATCA carrier blade
for process intensive telecom applications. It has 4 AMC bays to
take any combination of Adax or other industry standard AMC cards.
The onboard Cavium OCTEON 5650 multicore processor, memory
and cache, gives developers a high-performance, highly flexible and
scalable blade for LTE, 4G, IMS and Next Generation Mobile telecom
networks. The APR delivers the perfect ATCA subsystem for user
and control plane applications.

FEATURES
! Cavium OCTEON Plus CN5650, 12 cores at 750 MHz

– Option for CN5430, 4 cores* at 700 MHz

The APR uniquely offers the combination of scalability and access to
host processing power at a viable price point supporting IP-transport,
packet processing and signaling on a single blade without the need
for a general CPU or ProcessorAMC. This is the industry’s most costeffective, multipurpose solution, which combines high-performance
control and user plane services from one tightly coupled resource.

! 4 AMC bays for Adax and/or 3rd party AMC cards
! 2 GB of DDR2 Memory

– Options for 4 GB and 8 GB DDR2 Memory
! Robust power & thermal management
! Ethernet Switch with:

–
–
–
–

2x 10 GbE to the system Fabric domain
2x 1 GbE to the system Base domain
10 GbE from Cavium to Ethernet switch
16x GbE, 4x 1GbE to each AMC bay
*Special Order Option

For more information, contact: sales@adax.com
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ATCA-7410 Dual XLP832 ATCA Node Board with 40GbE Switch
The ATCA-7410 is equipped with dual Netlogic XLP832 2.0 GHz
8-core MIPS64 processors. Each processor supports up to 32 GB of
memory via 4 VLP DIMM slots for a total of up to 64GB DDR3 1600MHz
memory. The blade supports a 7-slot mesh with 4x 40GbE (KR4) plus
2x 10GbE (KX4). The switch connects to each of the XLP832’s via
4x XAUI links allowing a total of 80Gbps throughput. Up to 120Gbps
I/O connectivity is feasible with Rear Transition Modules via
twelve 10GbE interfaces or three 40GbE interfaces. The onboard
Broadcom BCM56841 320Gbps Ethernet Multilayer Switch provides
integrated 10GbE SerDes for native support of 40GbE, 10GbE, XFI,
XAUI, 10GBASE-KR, 40GBASE-KR4, and XLAUI. The switch is
managed by a Freescale QorIQ P2010 device, which connects to
the switch via a PCIe x1 link and also provides a console server for
access to both XLP832 consoles. Switch management is based on
Broadcom FASTPATH® 6.2 including switching, QOS and management. Basic switch management support is based on the Broadcom
FASTPATH® features.

FEATURES
! Dual Netlogic XLP832 1.6 GHz 8-core MIPS64 processors
! 64 GB DDR3 1333 MHz DIMMs; 32 GB for each XLP832
! 40 GbE(KR4) and 4x10 GbE(KR) FI support
! Dual-star to 5-slot mesh support
! 12x10GbE or 3x40 GbE Rear I/O support
! InterlakenLA to support TCAM (RTM option)
! Switch management support on L2, QoS, Multicast (SW options)

For more information, contact: NCG@advantech.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47257
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MIC-5320 AdvancedTCA® 10GbE CPU Blade
Advantech's MIC-5320 single-slot AdvancedTCA® processor blade
combines computing performance with I/O flexibility in a powerefficient design.
Supporting Intel’s latest Xeon® processors using the latest micro
architecture and DDR3 technology, with a 3-channel memory
controller integrated into the CPU, the MIC-5320 outperforms
previous generation, dual-socket designs while providing better
thermal characteristics.
The flexibility of the Intel® Xeon® 5500 and 5600 Series allows
tremendous upgradeability, scalability and cost efficiency options
with two-, four- or six-core processors fully supported.

FEATURES

! One 2, 4 or 6-Core Intel® Xeon® 5500 or 5600 processors
! Intel® 5520 IOH36D / ICH10R server class chipset
! 6 DDR3 VLP DIMMs up to 48 GB with ECC support
! Two XAUI ports on Fabric interface
! Two 1000 Mbps ports on Base interface
! Three 1000 Mbps front panel ports
! One mid-size AMC slot with SAS/PCIe/RTM/CLK support
! Onboard serial attached SCSI (SAS) controller with failover support
! Fully managed, hot swappable RTM

For more information, contact: NCG@advantech.com
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MIC-5322 AdvancedTCA® 10GbE Dual Socket CPU Blade
The MIC-5322 is a dual processor Intel® Xeon® 5600-based ATCA
blade for systems able to cool over 200W per-slot. It enables the
highest performance available in an ATCA form factor with 8 cores
and 16 threads of processing power, low DDR3 memory latency, fast
PCI Express® 2.0, and accelerated virtualization.
The Intel® 82599 10 GbE controller plays a key role in end-to-end network performance and throughput, including a 5 Gbps PCI Express®
2.0 interface to improve the entire data path as well as multicore
optimized queue support. For fast and secure database applications,
the blade supports up to 48 GB of triple channel DDR3 with ECC.
Extensive RTM support is provided for storage expansion.

FEATURES
! Two 2-, 4- or 6-core Intel® Xeon® 5500 or 5600 processors
! Intel® 5520 IOH36D/ICH10R server class chipset
! 6 DDR3 VLP DIMMs up to 48 GB with ECC support
! Two XAUI ports on Fabric interface
! Two 1000BASE-T ports on Base interface
! Two 1000BASE-T front panel ports
! Two USB2.0 front panel ports
! Fully managed, hot swappable RTM for SAS storage with RAID

via RTM-5101

For more information, contact: NCG@advantech.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p44164
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ATCA-8310 AdvancedTCA DSP Blade

The ATCA-8310 is a state-of-the-art AdvancedTCA® DSP/Media
Processing platform designed to provide power-efficient, highdensity voice and video transcoding functions. The blade features
a uniquely flexible mix of processing technologies to support:
t DSP farm architectures for scalable voice and video gateways
based on multiple ATCA-8310 blades, featuring a high processing
density with up to 180 DSP cores on a single blade.
t Gateway-on-a-blade architectures for small systems with just
one or two ATCA- 8310 blades, providing DSP functionality, packet
processing functionality and an Intel® CPU all on each blade.
t Pay-as-you-grow capability with field-upgradeable DSP
expansion options.
The ATCA-8310 is optimized for IP-to-IP applications, but may be
adapted to support legacy TDM applications in specific customer
configurations using a range of TDM rear transition modules (RTMs),
including variants with multiple OC/3 and OC/12 line terminations.
For more information, contact: EmbeddedComputingSales@Emerson.com
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FEATURES
! PICMG® compliant with 1/10G Ethernet fabric ports
! Up to 30 TI TMS320TCI6486 6-core DSPs
! 8-core Freescale QorIQ™ P4080 for packet processing and load

balancing in the IP I/O path

! Pre-installed Linux on P4080 with utilities for blade configuration,

switch management and DSP setup

! Red Hat RHEL certified 2-core Intel® Core™ i7 processor for control

plane application

! Local Ethernet switch connecting DSPs, CPUs, ATCA networks & I/O
! IP RTM supporting 10Gigabit Ethernet
! Designed for NEBS and ETSI compliance in a CP-TA B.4 class

enclosure

www.compactpci-systems.com/p46600
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AT8242 – 64-Core Packet Processor 40G ATCA Blade
Kontron targets LTE EPC, DPI, and IPTV network traffic applications
with the new AT8242 – a 40GbE ATCA packet processor blade
designed with two powerful OCTEON® II cnMIPS64 CN6880 32-core
processors from Cavium Networks.
Achieve more efficient and powerful L2-L7 deterministic processing
of packet processing, deep packet content inspection (RegEx),
application-aware switching and routing, parsing, and IPv6/IPv4
forwarding applications, all at 40Gbps wire-speed.
Combine the Kontron AT8242 with the Kontron OM9141-40G and
OM9141-10G ATCA 14-slot integrated platforms for LTE EPC core and
edge network applications: Packet Data Network Gateways (PGW),
Serving Gateways (SGW) and Mobility Management Entity (MME)
network elements.

FEATURES
! Meets requirements for demanding 4G/LTE EPC gateways, DPI,

IPTV and content delivery platforms, Video Optimization, and
GPON and EPON elements.
! Market leading application acceleration of packet processing,
DPI (RegEx), compression/decompression, de-duplication, RAID,
and multicore scaling.
! 64-bit compute with unmatched L2-L7 data acceleration to deliver
40Gbps of throughput while reducing power consumption.
! Validated with Kontron 14-slot, OM9141-40G, and OM9141-10G
ATCA platforms.

For more information, contact: info@us.kontron.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47221

AdvancedTCA: Boards
Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
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ATCA-F1 Dual Socket AMD Opteron Blade
This industry-proven ATCA-F1 server blade features two AMD
Opteron™ dual-, quad- or six-core processors for significant
performance available in a general purpose AdvancedTCA® compute
board. Now offered with a full 32GB of memory and the benchmarksetting AMD six-core CPUs, this blade supplies the extra level of
computing horsepower and built-in virtualization support demanded
by the next generation of COTS integrated architectures. With its
robust design, the ATCA-F1 blade has been thoroughly tested
and successfully deployed in critical systems, including military
applications.

FEATURES
! 2 x AMD Socket F(1207-pin) CPU sockets
! Dual-core, quad-core or six-core AMD Opteron CPUs
! Zone 3 RTM interface (to ATCA-RT01 RTM)

The ATCA-F1 features a standard Zone 3 interface for connection
to PDSi’s ATCA-RT01 rear transition module (RTM), which adds
SAS storage, video, Ethernet and USB resources. The ATCA-F1 and
ATCA-RT01 RTM combination has been validated and is hardwarecompliant with the VMWare® ESX Server virtualization platform.

! 4 x DIMM sockets, up to 32GB DDR2, 667 MHz Memory
! Ethernet Base and Fabric Interfaces
! 2 x Gb Ethernet links (front panel)
! 2 x USB 2.0 (front panel)
! 1 x AMC.1 slot (mid-size)
! VMware-compliant
! Pigeon Point IPMC management
! Customization and 3rd party integration welcomed

For more information, contact: info.sales@pinnacle.com
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AdvancedTCA: Boards
Emerson Network Power
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ATCA-7365 ATCA Processor Blade

The ATCA-7365 is a server blade that delivers a combination of
performance and flexibility to help drive the successful implementation of next-generation telecom networks and communication
infrastructures.
With two 6-core Intel® Xeon® processors L5638 and 96GB of main
memory, the ATCA-7365 processor blade enables best-in-class
compute performance in an ATCA form factor. The PICMG® 3.1
compliant fabric interface provides 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10Gbps)
capability for applications requiring higher network throughput in
the backplane. Multiple network and storage I/O interfaces allow
the integration into different network infrastructures such as telecommunication central offices and network data centers. Main
memory configuration and mass storage options can be flexibly
configured providing a perfect fit to the application’s needs. RAID 0
and 1 can be enabled when connecting to external disks or between
two sets of ATCA-7365 blades, building a storage cluster capable
of high availability operation.

FEATURES
! High-performance Intel® Architecture processor blade
! Two 6-core Intel® Xeon® processors L5638 (2.0 GHz)
! Up to 96GB main memory
! Hot-swappable hard disk with flexible choice of storage options
! RAID 0/1 support
! Multiple network and storage I/O connectivity
! Option 9 (1/10GbE) ATCA fabric interface
! Designed for NEBS and ETSI compliance
! Multiple software packages including operating systems

For more information, contact: EmbeddedComputingSales@Emerson.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47212

AdvancedTCA: Fabric Switches
Emerson Network Power
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ATCA-F140 40G ATCA Switch Blade

The ATCA-F140 is a high-performance, high-bandwidth 40G switch
blade for ATCA® platforms that is ideal for bandwidth-intensive
telecom applications. Along with the maximum ATCA fabric bandwidth
available, the ATCA-F140 includes several features to maximize ATCA
platform cost effectiveness. With several ATCA functions combined
into a single blade, it allows end users to maximize billable slots
with revenue-generating application blades. This is accomplished
with a combination of factory build options as well as several field
options. Optional functions include telecom clock generation and
distribution, SATA based hard drives devices and an AMC site for
general processing and packet processing functions.
A powerful on-board service processor executes all switch functions, blade setup and hardware platform management functions
independent of any processor AMC and/or SATA HDD installed. This
allows full, 100% utilization of the AMC based processor for enduser applications. A fully integrated and verified software package
is available that includes carrier-grade Linux OS, all required device
drivers and SRstackware switch software.
For more information, contact: EmbeddedComputingSales@Emerson.com
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FEATURES
! PICMG® 3.0 compliant base interface switch
! PICMG 3.1, Option 1, 9 fabric interface switch (1G/10G)
! PICMG 3.1 R2 for 40G fabric support (future)
! Single AMC site
! Optional SATA HDD
! Optional Telecom clocking support
! Integrated software package
! Designed for NEBS/ETSI compliance

www.compactpci-systems.com/p45641
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XTech: The Front Panel Source for CompactPCI, AMC,
and AdvancedTCA
XTech is your front panel source for the broadest range of
CompactPCI, AMC, and AdvancedTCA front panels. XTech is
the leading global supplier of products for electronics industries
including communications, process control, test and measurement,
and medical. Core competencies include aluminum extrusions and
sheet metal fabrication – and a vertically integrated manufacturing
operation to support the widest range of front panel solutions.
XTech provides the front panel solutions – from components via
our online store XTech Direct – to quick turn customized solutions
via XTech Xpress. Need drawings to design your front panel?
Need a quick quote? Need components for quick lab prototyping?
XTech has the solution.

FEATURES
! Full range of front panel sizes and design options
! Online drawings and datasheets
! XTech Direct – online store for a broad array of components and

accessories

! XTech Xpress – Front panels fast – from design to shipping for

CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA and AMC panels

! Sheet metal or extruded design options
! Global capabilities

For more information: visit www.xtech-outside.com or contact us at 1-888-444-1644

www.compactpci-systems.com/p44000

AdvancedTCA: Front Panel Hardware
Southco
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Faceplate Hardware

Southco AdvancedTCA access and alignment hardware provides
the total solution of all faceplate hardware needed for complete
PICMG 3.0 compliance.
These ergonomic Southco handles secure AdvancedTCA faceplates.
The handles also ensure proper interface with microswitches to
signal a graceful power-down sequence during hot-swap operation.
All Southco AdvancedTCA compliant hardware can be tailored to
user-specified configurations.

FEATURES
! Push-to-close handles actuate microswitches, while spring-loaded

secondary catches lock boards in position

Optional custom-color powder-coated handles are available to
enhance aesthetics or color-code components.

! Narrow handle design takes minimal space, yet provides ample

All of these Southco solutions provide finishes that are RoHScompliant and other attributes gained from years of Southco
access hardware experience – such as robust diecast construction,
ergonomic molded handle grips, and precision machining to ensure
precise fit.

! Captive screws are available in multiple styles for easy manual

ergonomic grip for easy board removal

! Handles fit faceplates from 0.8 mm to 2.5 mm thick and

accommodate lever-, plunger-, or custom-microswitches
tightening, including color-coated knobs

! Alignment/grounding pins in multiple lengths feature smooth bullet

nose design for easy alignment/insertion
! Alignment and keying modules in multiple pin/receptacle
configurations are economical and extremely durable

For more information, contact: info@southco.com
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AdvancedTCA: Switches
ZNYX Networks, Inc.
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ZX7250

The OpenArchitect® ZX7250 is an ATCA 3.1 switch that achieves the full
potential of the 10-Gigabit Backplane market. With twenty 10-Gigabit Fabric
ports, the ZX7250 can support a full-chassis of Option 9/Option 1 payload
boards while providing 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports for chassis egress. The
Base Interface is served by a separate switch with 24 Gigabit Ethernet ports
and an additional two 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports.
The use of recently standardized SFP+ modules for 10-Gigabit egress ports
allows cost-optimization enabling up to 99 Gigabits of flexible egress bandwidth when it is needed.
By providing completely separate switches and control processors for
the Fabric and the Base networks, the ZX7250 meets the rigorous security requirements of carrier environments. If the data plane is compromised, the control plane can be kept isolated and secure, assuring total
control over the network at all times.
The core software technology of the ZX7250 goes far beyond simple
Ethernet switch management. The field proven OpenArchitect® embedded
operating system provides Linux-enabled flexibility in management
protocols, configuration, packet vectoring, and high-availability features.
OpenArchitect® uses open-source, industry compatible APIs for networking.
This allows any Linux-compatible protocol stack to work, giving ISVs
flexibility in the choice of protocol stacks.

FEATURES
! SFP+ Modules for 1G/10G, Copper and Fiber Support
! Separate Control Processor for Base and Fabric Switch Silicon
! 7 Fabric Interface 1G/10G SFP+ Egress Ports
! 2 Base Interface 10G SFP+ and 9 1G RJ-45 Egress Ports
! True Linux Networking Environment for true OEM customization
! Includes Line-Rate Packet Vectoring Application
! Includes Sub 50ms HA Software for Transport Layer Failover
! Less than 120W Power Consumption (~ 0.5W per Gb/s)
! Complies with Japan Green Environmental Standards, RoHS

& WEEE

! Console, OOB, and Serial Over LAN supported for Switch

Management

For more information, contact: sales@znyx.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p45163

AdvancedTCA: Switches
ZNYX Networks, Inc.
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ZX7300

The ZX7300 is a PICMG 3.1 payload Ethernet switch with four 10 Gigabit
24 Gigabit Ethernet ports. Two of the 10 Gigabit ports are connected to
the ATCA fabric, so the ZX7300 can implement a fully redundant break-out
network from within the ATCA chassis. Egress ports are RJ45 for Gigabit
Ethernet and SFP+ for 10 Gigabit Ethernet.
The hub switches can be any PICMG 3.1 Option 1 or 9 devices such as the
ZNYX ZX7250. A full ATCA chassis with 12 ZX7300 switches will provide
288 10/100/1000BASE-T ports and 24 SFP+ 10 Gigabit ports, enabling the
construction of massive Ethernet infrastructure using ATCA.

FEATURES
! ATCA 3.1 Option 1/9 Compliant, Full Hot Swap
! 64 Gigabit Non-Blocking Switch
! Two 10 Gigabit Ports to ATCA Fabric

The OpenArchitect® control operating system for the ZX7300 uses opensource Linux to give the technician a familiar interface technology for
command line, scripting, and programming APIs. Using familiar Linux tools
with ZNYX provided components, Layer 2 and 3 networks can be configured
and controlled. Most standard protocols such as Multi-VLAN Spanning Tree,
LACP, SNMP, and many others are included. Advanced features include
High-Availability Failover, Packet Vectoring, Mirroring, Class Of Service.

For more information, contact: sales@znyx.com
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! Two 10 Gigabit Ports SFP+ On Front Panel
! 24 Gigabit Ports RJ45 On Front Panel
! Freescale PowerPC Embedded Control Processor
! Out-Of-Band Ethernet and Console for Management
! Serial-Over-LAN Capability to OpenArchitect Processor
! ROHS, Japan Green, Built-For-NEBS

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47335
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Adax, Inc.
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AdaxGW

The AdaxGW is a single software image configurable and
reconfigurable to meet any requirement for today’s emerging ALL-IP
Network. It supports legacy SS7 connections to any SIGTRAN
Ethernet connection and ATM-IP and I-TDM interworking delivers
VoIP for Access Concentration with Media Conversion providing a
solid foundation for user and control plane applications. The
AdaxGW software image can easily be integrated to your platform
of choice: ATCA, cPCI, or proprietary blade, or ProcessorAMC.
A fully integrated 2U ATCA rackmount system is also available.
Configuration Options:
AdaxSG (Signaling Gateway): A Highly-Available Signaling Gateway with legacy support for SS7 LSLs, Annex A and ATM HSLs connections allows full value to be extracted from existing equipment
ensuring that no node will be left behind.
AdaxMC (Media Converter): On the User Plane all technologies are
using UDP/IP to carry voice and data including RTP. Interworking
to Legacy ATM Core Networks and the ATM RAN are important
requirements for today’s hybrid networks.

FEATURES
! Long-haul circuit replacement
! IP enables any legacy node
! Interworking to legacy ATM core networks
! Offers enhanced routing via GTT
! Transitional node for NGN STP replacement
! Provides Geographical Redundancy
! Supports CIC-based routing for multiple IP switches
! Multiple simultaneous network presences
! High Availability (HA) or Simplex solutions

For more information, contact: sales@adax.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47255

AdvancedTCA: Systems
Kontron
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OM9141-40G Open Modular Core Platform
Outsourcing open standard 40G ATCA hardware is a key first step
for TEMs to design new network elements that can provide carriers
much needed relief from rising fixed and mobile data traffic.
Kontron introduces the OM9141-40G and OM9141-10G Open Modular
Cores, new 40G and 10G ATCA integrated 14-slot core platforms
with sophisticated and faster bladed data transport, switching and
system management hardware.
Imagine one platform to build multiple equipment configurations
using CPU, NPU, DSP, storage and specialized third-party ATCAbased line cards that meet the requirements for 3G/4G, LTE, WIMAX,
GPON, Optical, QoS, and IPTV/Content Delivery network elements.

FEATURES
! Chassis/mechanical, power and front to rear cooling for 300W per

slot plus 35W per RTM.

! Data Transport for Base and Fabric interconnectivity, and support

!
!
!
!

for L2/L3 switching including VLAN support in environments where
both IPv4 and IPv6 traffic exist.
Dual Star Platform configuration with 1GbE Base Interface and
1, 10 or 40GbE Fabric Interface support.
Platform Manageability such as Shelf Management and System
Management with a standard-based HPI implementation.
Open Modular Core Platform with 12 available slots for Node
Blades and RTMs.
Optional systems management functionality based on the
COM Express form factor.

For more information, contact: infor@us.kontron.com
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AdvancedTCA: Systems
RadiSys Corporation
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RadiSys Promentum ATCA 4.0 Platform
40 GIGABIT ADVANCEDTCA APPLICATION READY PLATFORM
As TEMs focus on building next-generation network elements, they
need a platform that provides next-generation switching, power, and
cooling to support high-bandwidth applications such as LTE, WiMAX,
femtocell gateways, and video. Satisfying these requirements, the
RadiSys ATCA 4.0 platform, based on the company’s 4th generation of
AdvancedTCA products, ensures a smooth and economical transition
to the ATCA 4.0 environment.
RadiSys ATCA 4.0 products are highly scalable and dense, and offer a
four times performance improvement in both switching and processing
capabilities over 10G offerings. The RadiSys ATCA 4.0 platform combines a 40G chassis, a 40G switch, and a 10GBASE-KR/40GBASE-KR4
capable back-plane for deployment in next-generation 4G networks.
The 40G chassis includes enhanced per-slot power and cooling capability along with true 40G backplane connectivity. The 40G chassis
includes enhanced per-slot power and cooling capability along with true
40G backplane connectivity. The 40G switch has field-proven switch
management software and provides increased I/O density and native
40G switching to the node slots. The reuse of the switch management
software allows for consistent API access, thereby enabling the reuse
of any development already completed with an existing 10G switch.

FEATURES
! Fully validated 40G platform with a validated backplane and a

cutting-edge switch.

! Backwards-compatibility with 10G elements for investment

protection.

! Pre-validated 40G and 10G components to avoid interoperability

issues.

! Broad partner ecosystem support for the platform to help shrink

deployment time from 3 years to 1.

For more information, contact: info@radisys.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p44296

Application Specific: Avionics
ALPHI Technology Corporation
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MPCI-1553-DDC

The ALPHI MPCI-1553-DDC provides a dual redundant 1553 controller, on a very small Mini PCI Type III Module; 44.6mm x 59.8mm.
It features the BU-65864 communication device as its 1553 bus
controller, or remote terminal, or monitor terminal. A single controller has two redundant channels and built-in transceivers. The
controller has internal transceivers for both channel A and B. The
Mini PCI board has on-board transformers for both channels. The
board format is a Mini PCI board layout. This is a perfect solution
for a wide array of 1553 communication applications such as:
t *OEVTUSJBMBOE.JMJUBSZ5FTUFRVJQNFOUTVQQPSUJOH
Evaluation, Simulation, Monitoring, and Analysis
t 0QFSBUJPOBMFRVJQNFOUTVDIBT"WJPOJDT 4QBDF
Satellite systems, Aircraft onboard systems, UAVs, etc.
ALPHI Technology also provides a large choice of other
MIL-STD-1553 solutions for all major form factors.

FEATURES
! Controller of dual redundant (A/B channel) 1553 communications
! 32-bit/33 MHz PCI interface
! DDC Chip BU-65864
! Programmable Bus Controller, Remote Terminal, or Monitor Terminal
! Multiprotocol Support MIL-STD-1553A/B Notice 2 and STANAG 3838
! +3.3V Operation and Logic
! Long or short stub support
! Low power consumption
! On-chip transceivers
! Selectable 10, 12, 16 or 20 MHz Systems Clocks

For more information, contact: sales@alphitech.com
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Application Specific: Avionics
SIE Computing Solutions, Inc.
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716 Series Conduction Cooled ATR Enclosures
716 Series offers a wide range of COTS solutions from a rugged
precision machined design. Engineered for strength, light weight,
and maximum cooling in a conduction-cooled environment, the
716 Series incorporates a unique frame and configurable conducting walls that allow the ATR to be tailored to meet a wide range of
thermal requirements.

FEATURES
! Precision machined construction
! Available in 3U or 6U card formats
! Rugged deployment
! Expansive range of ARINC sizes
! Modular power supply
! AC or DC filtered inputs
! High altitude fan offering
! System performance monitoring
! Multiple bus architectures
! Cold start heaters
! Configurable I/O panel
For more information, contact: info@sie-cs.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p34423

Application Specific: Avionics
SIE Computing Solutions, Inc.
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720 Series Liquid Cooled ATR Enclosures
Engineered to provide the ultimate in thermal cooling performance,
the 720 Series is capable of utilizing a variety of cooling fluids such
as Polyalphaolefin (PAO) and Ethylene or Propylene Glycol/Water
(EGW or PGW). The conducting walls are uniquely designed for
either front or rear fluid access and can be configured with a mating
avionics tray that provides a blind mate/quick disconnect feature.
The liquid panels are also configured as a Line Replacement Unit
(LRU) for field upgrades.

FEATURES
! Expansive range of ARINC sizes
! Easily configurable for custom sizes
! Modular power supply
! AC or DC filtered inputs
! High altitude fan offering
! System performance monitoring
! Cold start heaters
! Avionics isolation tray
! Configurable I/O panel

For more information, contact: info@sie-cs.com

CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems
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Application Specific: Military
Extrusion Technology, Inc.
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Triple E: The source for ruggedized front panels and packaging
Triple E offers a versatile line of ruggedized front panels to meet
a broad range of industry standards – VPX, VME (1101.1),VME64x
(1101.10), VXI, and PXI. Our rugged Eurocage electronic front panel
portfolio also includes metal front panel handles, extruded aluminum
card guide assemblies, rugged card cages, backplanes, power
supplies, and enclosures.
Triple E VPX (VITA 46/VITA 48) front panels are engineered for
industries where performance is key – security, defense, avionics,
and similar environments. The emerging VPX architecture supports
4HP, 4.25HP, and 5HP front panels in standard configurations, along
with a range of double panels.
The rugged COTS Triple Ease™ Front Panel system eliminates
breakage, reduces parts count and simplifies assembly.

FEATURES
! Extruded aluminum panel with monolithic PCB center mount
! PCB mounting blocks machined to fit where needed in the vertical
!
!
!
!

direction
Rugged all-metal IEEE 1101.10 handles withstand high insertion/
extraction force
Highly effective nickel plated BeCu EMI gasket
Silk-screened text and logos
Brushed finish with clear chem film is standard; anodize and
powder coating available on request

For more information: visit www.tripleease.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47202

Application Specific: Military
RadiSys Corporation
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RadiSys C2 Server – The Future of Mobile Command and Control
A pre-validated ATCA platform that offers computing, switching and storage
in one easy-to-manage platform, the C2 Server is specifically designed to
address mobile command and control applications.
Performance, Less Weight and Ruggedized
A computing-focused platform in a rugged 6U chassis supports up to eight
Intel 5600 series server-class processors and 4TB of storage. A more
balanced configuration will support two compute processing blades and
two storage blades with total platform storage of 8TB. Both configurations
support redundant 10G switches. Support for VMWare ESXi allows the use
of multiple operating systems, consolidation of applications onto a single
blade, and VSphere 4.0 for fault tolerant configuration.
The C2 Server also offers a 33% weight reduction over equivalent rack mount
server systems because ATCA is a bladed architecture that shares a common
enclosure, fan and power supply resulting in significant weight savings. A
typical system will weigh 97 lbs, light enough for two people to lift. Designed
for MIL-STD-810, the C2 Server’s rugged 6U chassis allows the system to
meet the necessary shock and vibration standards for equipment transport.
Pre-Validated Platform Reduces Development Cost
Focusing on where you add value is critical to be successful in today’s
Mil/Aero market. With RadiSys’ pre-validated C2 Server, you do not have to
spend valuable resources on solving interoperability issues. Instead, focus
your resources on application, service and system integration.
For more information, contact: info@radisys.com
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FEATURES
The RadiSys Promentum C2 server is based on an LCR Ruggedized 6U 6 Slot
ATCA Chassis that is designed to meet MIL-STD-810. It has been validated with:
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In a typical configuration using two of each blade, the system provides
~500 SPECint_rate_base2006 and 7.2TB of storage capacity with dual
redundant switches. RTM options for the A4500 series of product include
10x1GbE RTM, Fibre Channel RTM with on-board HDD, and the standard
RTM with on-board storage. The Single Board Computers are certified with
VMware ESXi, which allows multiple operating systems running on the
compute blades, consolidation of multiple applications on a single blades,
and the use of VSphere 4.0 to provide a fault tolerant environment.
www.compactpci-systems.com/p46025
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RadiSys Procelerant® CEQM57XT
EXTREME CAPABILITY AND SUSTAINED RELIABILITY
The Procelerant® CEQM57XT combines the next generation performance Intel® Core™ i5 and i7 processors and the Mobile Intel® QM57
Express chipset with RadiSys -25 °C to +70 °C extended temperature
and vibration specifications to provide breakthrough processing
performance on a ruggedized COM Express module.
RadiSys Extended Temperature products are designed with higher
capability components and are subjected to an extensive suite of
environmental tests to demonstrate their capability of operation.
With thorough design verification and 100% HASS screening,
OEMs can depend on the sustained reliability of the Procelerant® CEQM57XT in harsh, ruggedized environments as required by
Military, Aerospace, Government, Transportation and Industrial
Automation applications.
For more information visit radisys.com or call 800-950-0044.

FEATURES
! -25 °C to +70 °C extended temperature range with a -40 °C to +85 °C

SKU option

! Intel® Core™ i5 and i7 processor options

!
!
!
!
!
!
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Mobile Intel® QM57 Express chipset
Dual-channel DDR3, up to 8 GB
Type 2 and Type 3 pin-out options; TPM
Six PCI Express x1 ports, one PCI Express x8 port
Single or dual Gigabit Ethernet options
Conformal Coat Option – Humiseal 1B31

For more information, contact: info@radisys.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47199

Application Specific: Severe Environments
Hypertronics Corp.
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VME64x Interconnect Solution
Hypertronics’ ruggedized VME64x interconnect solution comprises
optimized contact lead traces to provide superior performance in
high-speed signal applications.
VME64x connectors are mechanically compliant with
IEEE-1101.2-1992, supporting the premier embedded bus architecture, and offering a significantly improved interface for immunity to
shock and vibration and low mating forces.
The physical demands of critical applications require a higher
standard of reliability. Hypertronics’ VME64x solution removes
weakness of the electrical interface from the standard VME COTS
architecture, reducing the costs of development, manufacturing,
and ownership.

FEATURES
! Designed for severe environments with high levels of shock

and vibration

! Compatible with IEEE-1101.2-1992
! Complies with ANSI/VITA 1.7 high-current standard for VME64x
! Stackable design of high-speed modules features round pins to

mate with Hypertac contacts
! Optimized lead traces within modules provide superior performance
in high-speed applications tested up to 3.125 Gb/s
! Aluminum frames for ruggedness and conduction cooling
! Keying feature ensures proper mating

For more information, contact: info@hypertronics.com
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Application Specific: Telecom
RadiSys Corporation
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LTE SEG-11000 SECURITY GATEWAY FOR NEXT GENERATION
MOBILE NETWORKS
The RadiSys LTE SEG is a robust telecom security gateway
based on 3GPP performance-driven NDS standards providing
stateful firewalling and IPsec tunneling in a single platform. The
RadiSys LTE SEG secures LTE Access/Backhaul and LTE Packet
Core networks, as well as current generation wireless offload
applications like I-WLAN, UMA/GAN, and FemtoCell that are
evolving to LTE.
The scalable RadiSys LTE SEG is built on carrier-grade ATCA
that offers world-class security features with multi-gigabit
performance. The LTE SEG is available as a turnkey ATCA blade
that can also be integrated into other network elements. Both
chassis and blade configurations support carrier-grade high
availability with redundant hardware and sophisticated fault
tolerant software.

FEATURES
! First 3GPP compliant LTE SEG solution based on Network Domain
!
!
!
!

Security standards
Market leading performance for stateful firewall and IPsec
tunneling in a single platform
Support for LTE Access and Packet Core security, plus 3G wireless
offload applications
Designed for carrier grade availability and scalability
Also available as a turnkey ATCA blade for integration into other
network elements

For more information, contact: info@radisys.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47199

COM Express
RadiSys Corporation
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RadiSys Procelerant® CEQM67
The Procelerant™ CEQM67 combines the next generation quadcore performance Intel® Core™ i7 processor and the Mobile Intel®
QM67 Express chipset with RadiSys design expertise to provide
breakthrough processing performance on a basic size Type 6
COM Express Revision 2.0 module.
The basic size 95mm x 125mm module is ideal for compute intensive
applications such as medical imaging, communications, militaryaerospace, and test and measurement applications that require
high levels of processing performance.
For more information visit radisys.com or call 800-950-0044.

For more information, contact: info@radisys.com
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FEATURES
! Intel® Core™ i7 and i5 processor options:

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

– Intel Core™ i7 2710QE processor, 2.1 GHz
– Intel Core™ i5 2515E
Mobile Intel® QM67 Express chipset
Dual-channel DDR3, up to 16 GB, ECC option
Type 6 COM Express Revision 2.0
Basic 95mm x 125mm size
Seven PCI Express x1 ports and one PCI Express x16 PEG port
Three Digital Display Interfaces (DDI)
Single Gigabit Ethernet
TPM and AMT support
www.compactpci-systems.com/p47198
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CompactPCI: Blades and SBCs
Dynatem, Inc.
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CPD2 CompactPCI/PICMG 2.16 Core-Duo/Core™2 Duo
Single Board Computer
The CPD2 is a 6U single-slot Compact PCI (PICMG 2.16 compatible)
platform based on the Intel® Core™2 Duo Mobile Processor L7400
at 1.5 GHz or the T7400 at 2.16 GHz. The CPD2 takes advantage of
the Core2 Duo’s low 17 W power consumption (at 1.5 GHz) as a
rugged Single Board Computer (SBC) and it is optionally available
as a conduction-cooled CompactPCI module with wedge locks and
a full-board heat sink for high shock/vibration environments and
temperature extremes.
Two PMC sites are each interfaced to the E7520 with a dedicated
64-bit 133 MHz PCI-X. This assures maximum PCI bandwidth to each
PMC site. One of PMC sites supports XMC modules with x8 PCIe.

FEATURES
! CPCI and PICMG 2.16 compatible
! Intel® Core™2 Duo Mobile Processor L7400 @ 1.5 GHz or
!
!

Additional options include rear transition module, for I/O interface,
conformal coating and thermal chamber testing and certification to
temperature extremes.

!
!
!

T7400 @ 2.16 GHz
Supports two PMC sites, one of which optionally supports
XMC modules
E7520 Chipset for PCIe support and high memory bandwidth
16 GB bootable Flash
Available in convection-cooled or conduction-cooled versions
Also available in rugged, conduction-cooled versions

For more information, contact: mikeh@dynatem.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47201

CompactPCI: Blades and SBCs
Emerson Network Power
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CPCI7203 PICMG 2.30 3U SBC

The CPCI7203 3U SBC features the integrated dual-core Intel®
Core™ i7 processor for use in high-performance, space-constrained
applications. On-board memory includes up to 8GB DDR3 and 256KB
non-volatile F-RAM. F-RAM does not require batteries or periodic
refreshes and offers many more read/write cycles and faster
performance than flash memory, which benefits critical non-volatile
data storage, data logs and dynamic program updates. The Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) enhances data security and encryption
capabilities.
The CPCI7203 is a low-power, high-performance SBC that offers full
hot swap compliance per PICMG® 2.1 and supports the PICMG 2.9
System Management specification and PICMG 2.30 CompactPCI
PlusIO specification. It also supports a range of operating system
and software options. It is ideal for a wide range of industrial,
medical and military/aerospace applications, such as railway
control, semiconductor processing, robotics, image processing,
vehicle communications and on-board flight information systems.

FEATURES
! Integrated dual-core Intel® Core™ i7 processor (up to 2 GHz)
! Up to 8GB ECC-protected DDR3-800/1066 (soldered)
! 256KB non-volatile F-RAM
! Mobile Intel® 5 Series chipset: Ibex Peak-M PCH
! One VGA, two USB 2.0 & on-board Gigabit Ethernet interfaces
! 4GB MicroSD

For more information, contact: EmbeddedComputingSales@Emerson.com

CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems
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CompactPCI: Blades and SBCs
Kontron
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CP6002 and CP6930 – highest performance on 6U CompactPCI
Intel® Core™ i7 performance and 10 Gigabit Ethernet
The Kontron CP6002, a CompactPCI PICMG 2.16 compliant 6U CPU
board, comes with various rugged levels, making it yet another
addition to Kontron’s rugged PICMG 2.16 portfolio.
The Kontron CP6930 is a 6U hot-swappable CompactPCI and VITA 31
switch with 26 GbE ports and 6 high performance uplinks (10 GbE).
The CP6930 is designed for future oriented applications requiring
outstanding bandwidth and communication safety. 6 SFP+ front
ports running at 10Gb/s full line speed and 2 SFP ports at the front
providing 1Gb support gives flexibility and an intrinsic value for
today’s investments.

FEATURES
! CP6002: Rugged levels for demanding application requirements

!
!
!
!
!
!

CP6002:
CP6002:
CP6002:
CP6002:
CP6002:
CP6930:
CP6930:
CP6930:
CP6930:
CP6930:

Highly shock and vibration resistant, extended temperature
range
Comprehensive I/O capabilities
4x GbE, 6x SATA with RAID, DVI & HDMI, onboard HDD,
CompactFlash
Non-blocking layer 2 & 3 switching and routing,
IPv6 compliant
24x GbE ports according to PICMG 2.16/VITA 31.1
Fully managed, hot swap, IPMI
DHCP Server and Boot media support

For more information, contact: info@us.kontron.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47225

CompactPCI: Blades and SBCs
Kontron
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CP3002 and CP3923 – highest performance on 3U CompactPCI
Intel® Core™ i7 performance and advanced switching
The Kontron CP3002 is available in three rugged levels, SA-standard
air cooled, RA-rugged air cooled and RC-conduction-cooled and
supports operational temperatures ranging from -40°C to +85°C
according to VITA 47 recommendations. On the memory side, up to
8 GB of soldered DDR3 1066 MHz ECC memory ensures data
accuracy for demanding and mission-critical and safety-critical
applications.

FEATURES
! CP3002-RC: Rugged conduction-cooled

The Kontron CP3923 is a fully managed layer 2/3 Gigabit Ethernet
switch offering IPv4/IPv6 routing and full management capabilities. It
supports a powerful set of CLI, Telnet, Web and SNMP management
interfaces to configure the entire set of protocols and parameters
including Layer 2 and Layer 3 (IPv4/IPv6*) protocols, Multicasting,
QoS and Security.

! CP3002-RC: Operating temperature -40°C to +85°C (VITA 47)
! CP3002-RC: 8 GB soldered memory ECC at 1066 MHz
! CP3002-RC: Comprehensive feature set – 4xGBE, 2xUSB2.0,

CP3002-RC: VGA, 2x COM

! CP3923: Fully managed layer 2 and 3 switching and routing
! CP3923: Leading edge technology based on BCM56226
! CP3923: Versatile design with RJ45 or M12-D front options
! CP3923: EN50155 compliant (with M12 versions)

For more information, contact: info@us.kontron.com
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CompactPCI: Blades and SBCs
Advantech
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MIC-3395 2nd generation Intel® Core™ i3/i5/i7 Processor Blade
The MIC-3395 deploys the latest virtualization techniques and
CPU enhancements using Intel’s 2nd generation 32nm core i3/i5/i7
processors with up to 2 cores/4 threads at 2.2 GHz and 4MB last
level cache.
Onboard DRAM with ECC and additional SO-UDIMM memory extend
capacity to 16GB. Dual channel design and memory speeds up to
1333MT/s along with increased cache size and algorithms guarantee maximum memory throughput. Combined with the Intel® QM67
chipset, the new processors offer improved I/O performance by
leveraging 5GT/s DMI and PCIe interfaces.

FEATURES
! Supports 32nm Intel® Core™ i3, i5 and i7 processors
! Intel® QM67 PCH with embedded graphic controller (dual
!

An onboard XMC/PMC site with PCIe x8 Gen2 connectivity can host
I/O mezzanines like the MIC-3666 dual 10GE XMC. With SATA-III
support and up to 6Gbps I/O, high-speed SSDs can be employed.
Six GbE ports ensure PICMG 2.16, front and rear connectivity.
The processor’s integrated graphics engine supports dual
independent display.

!
!

!

independent display)
Up to 16 GB (DDR3 1066/1333) ECC memory (max 8GB on board,
socket SO-UDIMM x1, max 8GB)
Optimized design in a single-slot SBC with 2.5" SATA-III HDD/
CompactFlash socket
Six GbE ports, two SATA ports, four USB 2.0 ports, one DVI/VGA port,
two RS-232 ports, one PS/2 connector, and PCIe x4 interfaces to the
Rear Transition Module (RTM)
PICMG 2.16 R1.0, PICMG 2.1 R2.0, PICMG 2.6 R1.0 compliant

For more information, contact: NCG@advantech.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47259

CompactPCI: Blades and SBCs
Concurrent Technologies Inc.
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PP 68x/m71 – Quad-Core or Six-Core Intel Xeon SBC
The PP 68x/m71 is a very high-performance, high-functionality
6U CompactPCI single board computer. It features a choice of
multicore Xeon processors, which use 32nm process technology
and provide up to 12 Mbytes of shared last level on-die cache.
Additionally, the board provides a large amount of onboard DRAM,
and has a wide range of high-performance I/O interfaces including
SATA300 interfaces and optional dual 1 or 10 Gigabit Ethernet front
panel interfaces. These features ensure that the board is particularly
suitable for a range of applications within the telecom, security,
telemetry and defense markets.

FEATURES
! 2.00 GHz six-core Intel Xeon processor L5638, or 1.87 GHz

Quad-Core Intel Xeon processor L5618

! Up to 48 Gbytes DDR3-1066 ECC SDRAM
! XMC/PMC module site
! 6 x SATA 300 interfaces
! 3 x Gigabit Ethernet interfaces
! Graphics, keyboard, mouse
! 5 x USB 2.0, 2 x RS232 serial
! Optional 8-port SAS/SATA300 hardware RAID controller
! Optional dual 1 or 10 Gigabit Ethernet modules
! IPMI

For more information, contact: info@gocct.com

CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems
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CompactPCI: Blades and SBCs
Concurrent Technologies Inc.
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TP 702/38x – Intel Core i7 Single Board Computer
Available in commercial, extended temperature and rugged
conduction cooled variants, the TP 702/38x is a high-functionality
3U CompactPCI board featuring the Intel Core i7 processor and
up to 8 Gbytes of DDR3-1066 ECC SDRAM.
The board’s rich feature set ensures that it is suitable for a range of
demanding applications, particularly within the defense, industrial
control and transportation markets.
To ease integration, the board supports many of today’s leading
operating systems including Windows, Linux and VxWorks.

FEATURES
! Up to 2.53 GHz Intel Core i7 processor
! Up to 8 Gbytes DDR3-1066 ECC SDRAM
! 2 x Gigabit Ethernet interfaces
! Up to 5 x SATA channels
! 2 x serial channels
! 2 x USB 2.0 interfaces
! Optional analog graphics
! Optional Built-in-Test (BIT) support
! Extended temperature and ruggedized variants available

For more information, contact: info@gocct.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47200

CompactPCI: Carriers
Dynamic Engineering
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cPCIBPMC3U64ET

A 3U 4HP 32/64-bit operation Bridged cPCI (CompactPCI) design
with 1 PMC slot in Extended Temperature
Benefits
t Speed: The bridge allows for isolation and for differing clock rates on
the cPCI backplane and the PMC. The PMC can operate at speeds
above, the same, or below the cPCI clock rate. An optional local
oscillator can be installed when the PMC is to be operated at a rate
higher than the cPCI bus rate. The PMC can also operate at a different
bus width with the bridge doing the clock and rate matching.
t Ease of Use: The cPCIBPMC3U64 is easy to use. A plug and play interface to the PMC site.
t Size: The cPCIBPMC3U64ET is a 3U 4HP cPCI board, which conforms
to the cPCI mechanical specifications. Eliminate mechanical interference issues. The cPCIBPMC3U64ET can be used in all cPCI slots.
t PMC Compatibility: The cPCIBPMC3U64ET is PMC compliant per the
IEEE 1386 specification. All Dynamic Engineering PMC Modules are
compatible with the cPCIBPMC3U64ET.
t cPCI Compatibility: The cPCIBPMC3U64ET is cPCI compliant.
For more information, contact: dedra@dyneng.com
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FEATURES
! Size: 3U 4HP cPCI 64- or 32-bit operation supported.
! PMC compatible slot: 1 PMC slot.
! Clocks: cPCI bus can operate at 66 or 33 MHz switch to allow or disable
66 MHz operation.
! Access Width: Standard cPCI byte lanes supported for byte, word and long
access dependent on installed PMC.
! Software Interface: PMC register definitions as defined by installed
hardware. No software set-up required by cPCIBPMC. PMC register
definitions as defined by installed hardware. No software set-up required
by cPCIBPMC.
! Interrupts: INTA, B, C, D routed to cPCI connector from PMC.
! Signal Conditioning: Secondary side PCI signals are routed and terminated
IAW the PCI specification.
! Power: +5, +3.3, +12, -12V, and VIO supplied to PMC.
! VIO: Bridge primary PCI IO Voltage is set by the PCI backplane. Secondary
side VIO is programmable by the user.
www.compactpci-systems.com/p44443
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CompactPCI: Blades and SBCs
Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
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CP86-N1 Intel Core™ 2 Duo Processor Blade
PDSi’s Intel-based CompactPCI x86 Processor Blade (CP86-N1)
provides a robust, high-performance general purpose compute
platform for use in CompactPCI PICMG 2.16 systems. This latest
addition to PDSi’s ComputeNodeTM family of carrier-grade
CompactPCI solutions is built around Intel's 45nm technology
“Penryn” Core 2 Duo processor and server-grade “Eagle Lake“
chipset (5100 MCH / ICH9R) supporting ECC memory. This powerful, compact blade offers the highest performance and dependability
in its class.
The ComputeNode CP86-N1 blade includes a standard PMC/XMC
site for I/O expansion and features an onboard SATA drive plus
high resolution graphics. I/O capability covers a very broad
range of interfaces that can be accessed through one of PDSi’s
companion rear transition modules such as CP86-RT01. Two
1000BASE-T Ethernet ports provide the PICMG 2.16-compliant
fabric interfaces, making the CP86-N1 fully compatible with any
ComputeNode cPSB chassis.

FEATURES
! Server-grade CompactPSB compute blade
! Intel T9400 Core 2 Duo 2.53 GHz with 5100 MCH/ICH9R
! Up to 8GB Registered ECC DDR2 667 Memory
! 1 PMC/XMC mezzanine site standard
! 2 x 1Gb Ethernet links (front panel)
! 2 x USB 2.0 ports (front panel)
! Rear I/O interfaces
! Customization and 3rd party integration welcomed, extended

availability assured

For more information, contact: info.sales@pinnacle.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p41921

CompactPCI: Chassis and Enclosures
Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
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ComputeNode™ CompactPCI Chassis Products
PDS’s ComputeNode line offers a range of NEBS Level 3-compliant
CompactPCI chassis in sizes from 1U to 4U. These carrier-grade
chassis include a horizontal design, superior air cooling, cPCI and
cPSB (PICMG 2.16) backplanes, redundant hot-swappable fans,
hot-swappable front-accessible AC or DC power supplies, and rear
single or dual power feeds. All 2U and larger ComputeNode platforms include PDSi’s unique Alert!Node™ (or Enhanced Alert!Node)
alarm card, an intelligent chassis management controller for comprehensive fan and power monitoring. The Alert!Node card does not
occupy a CompactPCI slot, front or rear.
OEMs and Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) can also take
advantage of PDSi's design, integration, and support services,
including custom board and system design, validation and certification, production assembly and test, as well as extended service
programs.

FEATURES
! Proven NEBS Level 3-compliant design
! Designed for high availability applications
! Redundant hot-swap fans
! Redundant AC or DC power supplies
! Power filters and dual feed power
! Easily serviced
! Broad range of chassis choices 1, 2, 3, and 4U sizes
! cPCI and PICMG 2.16 (cPSB) backplanes
! Alert!Node intelligent chassis manager
! Customization and integration services available

For more information, contact: info.sales@pinnacle.com

CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems
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CompactPCI: Chassis and Enclosures
Vector Electronics & Technology, Inc.
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VECTORPAK™ “Slimline” CHASSIS
ITAR REGISTERED NUMBER M26764
19" rackmount, rugged aluminum construction with left to right airflow. Fans installed on left/right for maximum cooling of 6U x 160mm
front cards and 6U x 80mm rear transition cards. 1U, 2U, 3U, 4U and
5U (2-10 backplane slots), IEEE 1101.1, .10 & .11 compliant.
Plug-in, hot-swap power supplies or embedded ATX:
t 200W plug-in power supply will provide 5V@25A; 3.3V@35A;
+12V@8.0A and -12V@1.5A, AC/DC or DC/DC
t 250W high output plug-in power supply will provide 5V@40A;
3.3V@40A; +12V@5.5A and -12V@2.0A, AC/DC or DC/DC
t 300W embedded ATX-type power supply will provide 5V@30A;
3.3V@20A; +12V@16A and -12V@0.8A
Backplane options:
t cPCI 64-bit/66MHz PICMG 2.0, Rev 3
t cPCI H110
t VME64x with EBG (Electronic Bus-Grant)

FEATURES

Our units are made at our U.S. facility, and we offer short lead
times and custom configurations upon request. Many color options
are available. Please call us at 1-800-423-5659 or e-mail us at
inquire@vectorelect.com.

! 1U, 2U, 3U, 4U and 5U 19" rackmount

! CompactPCI or VMEbus

! Push-pull fans for maximum airflow
! Dual-redundant hot-swappable power supplies
! Wide choice of factory colors

For more information, contact: inquire@vectorelect.com
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CompactPCI: Storage
Kontron
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Observo

Rugged RAID Data Server
Surveillance applications, including video, radar, and sonar are
the typical operational areas for the Observo, a rugged RAID Data
Server platform.
The Observo is the central unit of the customer’s surveillance field
installation. The Observo has access to devices like cameras or
radar equipment and arbitrary displays typically via network switch.
The switch may be stand-alone, or comes along as integrated
part of Observo. Intelligent displays for live observation or for
analysis of stored data are not part of Observo, but can be selected
out of Kontron’s wide HMI portfolio for industrial and for harsh
environments.

FEATURES
! CompactPCI technology: robust, modular, long-lasting
! High-performance RAID controller
! Data integrity by RAID 0,1,5,10, JBOD
! Connectivity options and variants up to 8 disks

For more information, contact: info@us.kontron.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47254

CompactPCI: Test Instrumentation
Agilent Technologies Inc.
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Agilent U1065A – Acqiris High-Speed cPCI Digitizers
Agilent Acqiris U1065A high-speed cPCI digitizers can achieve a
dazzling single-channel sampling rate of 8 GS/s and offer a choice
of front-end input mezzanines including up to 3 GHz input bandwidth
or switchable high impedance input coupling. The high-density
design of the digitizer allows it to be used in a variety of systems
where from one to several hundred channels of high-speed data
acquisition is required. For example, a single 8-slot chassis can
house up to 7 modules (plus a PC interface) to make a bench-top,
multi-channel, rack-mountable data acquisition system (U1056B).
The front-end flexibility, coupled with astounding data conversion
performance, makes this digitizer ideal for implementation in
applications such as high-resolution RADAR and LIDAR, as well as
semiconductor test and large-scale physics research experiments.

FEATURES

! Quad-, dual- and single-channel 10-bit digitizers with up to 8 GS/s

sampling rate

! Choice of mezzanine front-ends with input protection, with up to
!
!
!
!

3 GHz analog bandwidth
Large acquisition memory from 256 kSample to 1 GSample (optional)
Multi-module synchronization with auto-synchronous bus for
distribution of trigger and clock signal
High-speed 64-bit/66 MHz PCI bus transfers data at sustained rates
up to 400 MB/s to host PC
Device drivers for multiple O/S and application code examples for
MATLAB®, C/C++, Visual Basic, LabVIEW, and LabWindows/CVI

For more information, contact: digitizers@agilent.com
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Software and Development: EDA Tools
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
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CoreFire

Develop your application very quickly and easily with our CoreFire™
FPGA Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily and quickly
build and test their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used
in the field.
Use CoreFire’s graphical interface to drag and drop library elements
onto the design window. Modify your input and output types, numbers of bits, and other core variables by changing module parameters with pull-down menus. The modules automatically provide
correct timing and clock control. Insert debug modules to report
actual hardware values for hardware-in-the-loop debugging. Hit the
Build button to check for errors and as-built core sizes and to build
an encrypted EDIF file. Use the Xilinx ISE tool to place and route each
FPGA design. Modify and use the jar file or the C program created
by the CoreFire Build to load your new file into your WILDSTAR
and I/O card hardware. Use the CoreFire Debugger to view and
modify register and memory contents in the FPGA and to step through
the dataflow of your design running in the real physical hardware.
Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than
1,000 proven, reusable, high-performance cores, including FIR and
CIC filters, a channelizer, and the world’s fastest FFT. We support
conversion between data types: bit, signed and unsigned integers,
single precision floating point, integer and floating point complex,
and arrays. A few of the newly added array cores include array
composition and decomposition; slice, parallelize, serialize, repack,
split, merge, reorder, rotate, and concatenate transformations;
matrix math, sliding windows, and convolutions.
The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire enables our
customers to make massive improvements in processing speed
while achieving significant savings in size, weight, power, personhours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

FEATURES
! Dataflow-based – automatically generates intermodule control

fabric

! Drag-and-drop graphical interface
! Work at high conceptual level – concentrate on solving algorithmic
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

For more information, contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com
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problems
Hardware-in-the-loop debugging
More than 1,000 modules incorporate years of application
experience
Reduce risk with COTS boards and software
Save time to market
Save development dollars
Easily port completed applications to new technology chips
and boards
Training and custom application development available
Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform
the competition
Annual node locked or networked license; includes customer
support and updates

www.compactpci-systems.com/p33544
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DSP-FPGA: Data Acquisition
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
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2.0 GSps 10-bit A/D

The Annapolis Single Channel 2.0 GSps A/D I/O Card provides one
2.0 GHz A/D input with a resolution of 10 bits. The board has one
e2v AT84AS004 that is fed by an onboard analog input circuit, which
converts the single-ended 50-ohm SMA input into differential
signals for the ADC. There is a universal single-ended 50-ohm
SMA clock input and a high-precision trigger input allowing multiple A/D I/O cards to be synchronized together. Synchronization of
A/D I/O cards can be facilitated by the Annapolis 4 or 8 Channel
Clock Distribution Boards.
In concert with the WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 FPGA processing main boards,
this mezzanine supplies user-configurable real-time continuous sustained processing of the full data stream. Up to two A/D and up to
two serial I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR
5 VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board or up to oneA/D and up to one
serial I/O card on each PCI-X or PCIe main board.
Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our
boards with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation
models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As,
DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.
The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA
Application Development tool allows our customers to make massive improvements in processing speed, while achieving significant
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar
time to deployment.
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance,
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR,
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio,
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and
other processing-intensive applications.
Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications
succeed.

FEATURES
! One e2v AT84AS004 (2.0 GHz, 10-bit) A/D
! Four SMA front panel connectors: one 50-ohm analog input, one

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

single-ended 50-ohm clock input, or differential 1.65 V LVPECL
clock input
One high-precision trigger input with Fs precision; high-precision
trigger input – 1.65 V LVPECL, 2.5 V LVPECL, 3.3 V LVPECL
Analog input bandwidth is 100 KHz-3.0 GHz
I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCIe/
IBM Blade main boards
JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application
development
VHDL model, including source code for board-level interfaces
Proactive thermal management system
Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and
customer support
We offer training and exceptional special application development
support, as well as more conventional customer support
Designed and manufactured in the USA

For more information, contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com
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Dual 4.0 GSps DAC

The Annapolis Micro Systems Dual Channel 4.0 GSps D/A I/O Card
provides one or two 12-bit digital output streams at up to 4.0 GSps.
The board has one or two Max 19693 for 4.0 GSps, Max 19692 for
2.3 GSps, or Max 5859 for 1.5 GSps.
The Dual Channel DAC board has five SMA front connectors: two
single-ended DAC outputs, a high-precision trigger input with
Fs precision, and a universal single- or double-ended 50-ohm clock
input. It has excellent gain flatness in the first 3 Nyquist Zones,
ultra-low skew and jitter saw-based clock distributions, and main
board PCLK sourcing capability.
In concert with the WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 FPGA processing main
boards, this mezzanine supplies user-configurable real-time
A to D conversion and digital output. Up to two A/D or D/A and
up to two serial I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or
WILDSTAR 5 VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board, or up to one A/D
or D/A and up to one serial I/O card on each PCI-X or PCIe main
board.
Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our
boards with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation
models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As,
DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.
The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA
Application Development tool allows our customers to make massive improvements in processing speed, while achieving significant
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar
time to deployment.
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance,
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR,
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio,
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and
other processing-intensive applications.
Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application development support, as well as more conventional customer
support.

For more information, contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com
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FEATURES
! One or two 12-bit Analog to Digital Converters: Max 19693 for

4.0 GSps, Max 19692 for 2.3 GSps, or Max 5859 for 1.5 GSps

! Five SMA front panel connectors: two single-ended DAC outputs,

one high-precision trigger input with Fs precision

! One universal single- or double-ended 50-ohm clock input
! High-precision trigger input manufacturing options – 1.65 V LVPECL,

2.5 V LVPECL, 3.3 V LVPECL

! I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCIe/

IBM Blade main boards

! JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
! Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application

development

! VHDL model, including source code for board-level interfaces
! Proactive thermal management system
! Industrial temperature range
! Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates,

and customer support

! Designed and manufactured in the USA

www.compactpci-systems.com/p36023
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Dual 40/100G CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is releasing the first COTS board
in the world capable of capturing and processing multiple 100Gbit
signals in real time! The Annapolis Dual 40/100G CFP IBM Blade
2nd-Slot Card enables the capture and real-time processing of
massive amounts of data for Network Security and Signal Intelligence
applications. Annapolis has integrated two CFP interfaces into their
Dual CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card, allowing the capture, buffering
and processing or transmission of two 100Gbit Ethernet streams
per card or four 40Gbit Ethernet streams per card. The Dual CFP
IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card features one or two CFP transceiver cage
interfaces, which can support either 100Gbit or 40Gbit Ethernet,
100Gbit OTU4 or 40Gbit SDH/OTU3.
Integral to any massively bandwidth intensive application is the
ability to process that data. The Dual CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot
Card is designed to interface to the 8 processors available on the
WILDSTAR 5 IBM Blade main board. Using Altera Stratix IV FPGA
processors, up to 37 GBytes of DDR3 DRAM and a 160x160 6.5Gbit
crossbar, the Dual CFP card is able to buffer and distribute the data
from the CFP interfaces to the processors on a WILDSTAR 5 IBM
Blade main board at full bandwidth.
Annapolis will supply the Dual CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card with
Ethernet MACs for 40Gbit and 100Gbit Ethernet, and full standardized
board support for VHDL models, drivers and APIs.

FEATURES
! One or two CFP interfaces, each supporting full duplex:

– 100Gbit and 40Gbit Ethernet (802.3ba)
– 100Gbit (OTU4) and 40Gbit (SDH/OTU3) for
Telecommunications
– Three 40Gbit Ethernet streams
! One or two Altera Stratix IV GT EP4S100G5 FPGAs
! Up to 37 GBytes of DDR3 DRAM arranged in up to eight 72-bit ports
! Integrated as 2nd slot of WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade main

processor board

! Up to 68 Full Duplex Serial I/O lanes from CFP 2nd slot board to

Wildstar 5 IBM Blade main board

! Supports enough memory bandwidth for buffering the

incoming data

! Includes 100Gbit and 40Gbit Ethernet MACs for Altera Stratix IV

For more information, contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems
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WILDSTAR 6 for AMCs

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance,
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP,
FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, encryption, image
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processingintensive applications. Our fourteenth generation WILDSTAR 6
for AMC uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art
performance. It accepts one FMC I/O Card. Our boards work on a
number of operating systems, including Windows, Linux, Solaris,
IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. We support our board products with a
standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.
Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field.
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed
control fabric between cores.
Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than
1000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT.
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and also provides proven, reusable, high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for AMC, with its
associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall throughput
and processing performance. The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improvements in processing speed, while achieving significant savings in
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to
deployment.

FEATURES
! One Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA I/O Processing Elements – LX240T, LX365T,

LX550T, SX315T or SX475T

! On board Host Freescale P1020 or P2020 PowerPC
! Up to 2.5 GBytes DDR2 DRAM in 5 memory banks or
! Up to 80 MB DDRII or QDRII DRAM in 5 memory banks
! Programmable FLASH to store FPGA image
! 4X PCI Express Bus Gen 2 between PPC and FPGA
! Supports VITA 57 FMC I/O Cards
! Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers' applications
succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application
development support, as well as more conventional support.

development

! VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and

ChipScope access

! Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades
! Proactive Thermal Management System – current, voltage, and

Save time and effort and reduce risk with our COTS boards and
software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions
outperform the competition.

For more information, contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com
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temperature monitoring sensors via Host API

! Includes one year hardware warranty, software updates, and

customer support. Training available.

www.compactpci-systems.com/p46785
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WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX
Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance,
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR,
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio,
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and
other processing-intensive applications.
Our 14th-generation WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX uses Xilinx’s
newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art performance. It accepts
one or two I/O mezzanine cards in one VPX slot or up to 4 in a double
wide VPX slot, including Single 1.5 GHz 8-bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz
12-bit ADC, Single 2.5 GHz 8-bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16-bit ADC,
Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12-bit DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16-bit DAC, Universal
3Gbit Serial I/O (RocketIO, 10 Gb Ethernet, InfiniBand), and Tri XFP
(OS 192, 10G Fibre Channel, 10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on a
number of operating systems, including Windows, Linux, Solaris,
IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. We support our board products with a
standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.
Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field.
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed
control fabric between cores.

FEATURES

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than
1,000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT.
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable,
high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX, with its
associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall throughput
and processing performance. The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improvements in processing speed, while achieving significant savings in
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to
deployment.

! 1 GHz 460EX PowerPC onboard host

! Up to three Virtex-6 FPGA processing elements – XC6LX240T,

XC6LX365T, XC6LX550T, XC6SX315, or XC6SX475

! Up to 7 GB DDR2 or DDR3 DRAM or up to 448 MB DDRII+ or QDRII

SRAM in up to 14 banks

! OpenVPX backplane
! 80 x 80 crossbar connecting FPGAs and VPX backplane
! 4X PCIe controller
! Programmable Flash to store FPGA images and for PCI controller
! Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application
!
!
!
!

!

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application
development support, as well as more conventional support.

!
!

development
VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and
ChipScope access
Host software: Windows, Linux, VxWorks, etc.
Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades
Proactive thermal management system – board-level current
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through
Host API
Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and
software
Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions outperform
the competition
Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and
customer support; training available

For more information, contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com
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Quad 250/400/500 MSps A/D
The Annapolis Quad Channel 250/400/500 MSps A/D I/O Card provides 4 A/D inputs with converter speeds of up to 250, 400, or 500 MHz
and resolutions of 13, 14, or 12 bits, respectively. The board has four
A/D converters from TI (ADS5444, ADS5474, or ADS5463) fed by
onboard analog input circuits that convert the single-ended, 50-ohm
SMA input into differential signals for the ADC.
There is an onboard ultra-low jitter and skew clock distribution
circuit to allow all four channels on a single A/D I/O board to be
synchronized together. There is also an external clock input and
a trigger input allowing multiple A/D I/O cards to be synchronized
together. Synchronization of A/D I/O cards can be facilitated by the
Annapolis 4 or 8 Channel Clock Distribution Boards.
In concert with the WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 FPGA processing main
boards, this mezzanine board supplies user-configurable real-time
continuous sustained processing of the full data stream. Up to two
A/D I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 VME/
VXS or IBM Blade main board or reside on one A/D I/O card on each
PCI-X or PCIe main board.
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance,
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR,
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio,
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and
other processing-intensive applications.

FEATURES
! Four TI A/D converters of one of the speed and bit size types:

!

!
!

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our
boards with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation
models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As,
DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.
The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA
Application Development tool allows our customers to make massive improvements in processing speed, while achieving significant
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar
time to deployment.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

For more information, contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com
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ADS5444 250 MSps 13 bits, ADS5474 400 MSps 14 bits, ADS5463
500 MSps 12 bits
Analog input bandwidths of up to: 500 MHz for the 250 MSps
A/D board, 1,400 MHz for the 400 MSps A/D board, 2,000 MHz for
the 500 MSps A/D
Six SMA front panel connectors: four 50-ohm analog inputs, one
single-ended 50-ohm clock input, one trigger input
Onboard ultra-low jitter and skew clock distribution circuit to allow
synchronization of all four channels on a single I/O card
I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCIe/
IBM Blade main boards
JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
Proactive thermal management system; available in both
commercial and industrial temperature ranges
Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application
development and technology refresh
VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces
Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and
customer support; reduce risk with COTS
We offer training and exceptional special application development
support, as well as more conventional customer support
Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications
succeed

www.compactpci-systems.com/p35976
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SFPDP UNI6 I/O

Annapolis Micro Systems Inc.’s FPGA-based WILDSTAR family
provides 24 SFPDP channels per VME slot.
The Annapolis SFPDP cards (UNI3 or UNI6) come with an easy to
use Serial FPDP interface supporting up to 12 lanes of 2.5 Gb full
duplex data. Three frame types are supported: Normal Data Fiber
Frame, Sync Without Data Fiber Frame, and Sync with Data Fiber
Frame in Point-to-Point Mode.
The card has three individually configurable, industry-standard
4X connectors, providing four lanes per connector, with dedicated
signal conditioners to ensure clean communication. It supports
up to 7.5 GB full duplex per I/O card and a wide variety of readily
available copper and fiber cables.
Up to two serial I/O cards and two LVDS I/O cards can reside on
each WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 VME/VXS/VPX main board, with half that
number for the PCI-X or PCIe. The SFPDP card (UNI6) supports
RocketIO protocol at up to 75 Gb full duplex per I/O card, three
ports of 10 G full duplex InfiniBand per I/O card, or 10 G full duplex
Ethernet per I/O card.
No other FPGA board vendor can match the volume of data we can
send straight into the heart of the processing elements and then
straight back out again.
An FPGA-based high-performance processing engine thrives on
data streaming in and out at high rates of speed. The FPGAs should
be part of a balanced and unified system architecture, providing
maximum performance, with memory, processing power, and I/O
speeds designed and integrated for performance, scalability, and
growth.
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.’s WILDSTAR 4 (Xilinx Virtex-4 based)
and WILDSTAR 5 (Xilinx Virtex-5 based) families of FPGA-based
processing boards also support an extensive set of extremely
high-quality A/D and D/A boards.
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance,
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR,
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio,
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and
other processing-intensive applications.

FEATURES
! Three individually configurable 4X connectors – four lanes per

connector

! Up to four 2.5 Gb full duplex Serial FPDP ports per connector
! Up to 25 Gb full duplex RocketIO per connector
! Up to 10 Gb full duplex InfiniBand per connector
! Up to 10 Gb full duplex Ethernet per connector
! Optional onboard oscillators for other line rates like Fibre Channel
! I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/IBM Blade Chassis/

PCI-X/PCI Express main board

! JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
! Proactive thermal management system; available in both

commercial and industrial temperature grades

! Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and

customer support

! We offer training and exceptional special application development

support, as well as more conventional customer support

! Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application

development

! VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications
succeed.

For more information, contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com
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Tri XFP I/O Card

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance,
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR,
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio,
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and
other processing-intensive applications.
The Annapolis Tri XFP I/O Card, which works with the WILDSTAR
4/5/6 Family Architecture, has three 10 Gb individually configured
XFP connectors, each with its own XAUI to XFI converter. Industrystandard pluggable fiber optic transceivers can be purchased from
Annapolis or from other vendors. The Tri XFP provides up to 30 Gb full
duplex I/O directly between the outside world and the RocketIO pins
on the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro or Virtex-4 I/O FPGA on the WILDSTAR 4
main board. No other vendor provides that volume of data straight
into the heart of the processing elements and then back out again.
Two I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 VME/VXS/VPX
or PCI-X/PCI Express board, with up to 30 million user reprogrammable gates.
The Tri XFP card will support 10 Gb Ethernet, 10 Gb Fibre Channel,
and OC-192. Although the protocols will be provided as black box
solutions with few modifications by users allowed, more adventurous users who choose to develop their own communications
protocols from the basics already have access to all the board
resources through VHDL source for the interfaces to SRAM, signal
conditioners, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.
Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application development support, as well as more conventional customer
support.

FEATURES
! Up to 10 Gb Full Duplex Ethernet per connector
! Up to 10 Gb Fibre Channel
! OC-192
! Three 10 Gb XFP connectors
! Accepts industry-standard pluggable transceivers
! Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades
! Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and

customer support

! One or two I/O cards fit on a single WILDSTAR 4/5 processing

board

! New I/O form factor for improved thermal performance
! First of many WILDSTAR 4/5 Family I/O cards, including superior

performance A/D, D/A, and additional high-speed communication
cards
! Save time and effort; reduce risk with COTS boards and software
! Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform

the competition

For more information, contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com
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WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade
Perfect Blend of Processors and FPGAs. Eleventh Annapolis
Generation.
Direct Seamless Connections – No data reduction between: external
sensors and FPGAs, FPGAs and processors over InfiniBand or
10 Gb Ethernet backplane, FPGAs and standard output modules.
Ultimate Modularity – From zero to six Virtex-5 FPGA,
Virtex-6 FPGA or Tilera 64Pro Multicore Processor modules
and two Virtex-5 I/O FPGAs. Accepts one or two standard
Annapolis WILDSTAR 4/5 I/O mezzanines: Quad 130 MSps
through Quad 500 MSps A/D, 1.5 GSps through 2.2 GSps A/D,
Quad 600 MSps DAC, InfiniBand, 10 Gb Ethernet, SFPDP.
Fully Integrated into the IBM Blade Management System –
Abundant power and cooling for maximum performance.
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance,
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR,
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined
Radio, encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing,
and other processing-intensive applications. We support our
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL
simulation models.
Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire FPGA
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field.
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed
control fabric between cores. Our extensive IP and board support
libraries contain more than 1,000 cores, including floating point and
the world’s fastest FFT. A graphical user interface for design entry
supports hardware-in-the-loop debugging and provides proven,
reusable, high-performance IP modules.
™

WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade, with its associated I/O cards, provides
extremely high overall throughput and processing performance.
The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our
customers to make massive improvements in processing speed,
while achieving significant savings in size, weight, power, personhours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.
Achieve world-class performance; WILDSTAR solutions outperform
the competition.

FEATURES
! Two Virtex-5 FPGA processing elements plus up to six pluggable

modules with power, memory and Virtex-5 FPGA, Virtex-6 FPGA or
Tilera 64Pro Multicore Processors

! Up to 10.7 GB DDR2 DRAM per WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade Board
! 144 x 144 crossbar; 3.2 Gb per line; two external PPC 440s –

1 per each I/O FPGA

! Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application

development

! VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and

ChipScope access

! Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades
! Proactive thermal management system – board-level current

measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through
Host API

! Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and

customer support

! Blade management controller; USB, RS-485, Ethernet, KVM, 16 RIO,

switch to 1 GbE over backplane

! Save time and effort; reduce risk with COTS boards and software
! We offer training and exceptional special application development

support, as well as more conventional support

! Famous for the high quality of our products and our unparalleled

dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications succeed

For more information, contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com
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WILDSTAR 6 – Pluggable Virtex-6 Module for IBM Blade
Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance,
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR,
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio,
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and
other processing-intensive applications.
Our 14th-generation Pluggable Virtex-6 Module for WILDSTAR 5 for
IBM BladeCenter uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-ofthe-art performance. This module plugs into the WILDSTAR 5 for
IBM BladeCenter. Other potential modules available today include
Virtex-5 and Tilera. We support our board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.
Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field.
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed
control fabric between cores.
Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than
1,000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT.
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable,
high-performance IP modules. The Virtex-6 Pluggable Module
provides extremely high overall throughput and processing performance. The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows
our customers to make massive improvements in processing speed,
while achieving significant savings in size, weight, power, personhours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

FEATURES
! One Virtex-6 FPGA processing element – XC6LX240T, XC6LX365T,

XC6LX550T, XC6SX315, or XC6SX475

! Up to 3GB DDR2 or DDR3 DRAM or up to 192MB DDRII+ or QDRII

SRAM in up to 6 Banks

! Plugs into any of 6 pluggable processing module slots on WILDSTAR 5
!
!
!
!
!

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application
development support, as well as more conventional support.

!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!

for IBM BladeCenter
Up to 16 RocketIO lanes to crossbar
4 lanes connect to PCIe switch on WILDSTAR 5 Blade Board
LVDS systolic ring connecting all I/O FPGAs and computing FPGAs
RocketIO systolic ring connecting pluggable positions 0-2 and 3-5
Programmable Flash to store FPGA images on WILDSTAR 5 Blade
Board, which acts as host
Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application
development
VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and
ChipScope access
Host software: Windows, Linux, VxWorks, etc.
Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades
Proactive thermal management system – board-level current
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through
Host API
Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and
software
Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions outperform the
competition
Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and
customer support; training available

For more information, contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com
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Four Channel Clock Synchronization Board
The Four Channel Clock Distribution Board distributes a common
clock and synchronized control signal triggers to multiple cards in
the system. This 6U VME64x/VXS board provides four high-speed,
ultra-low jitter, ultra-low skew differential bulkhead mounted clock
outputs, two ultra-low skew differential vertical SMA onboard clock
outputs, and four ultra-low skew and clock synchronized singleended bulkhead mounted control signal triggers.
A jumper set at board installation time or via optional P2 serial port
determines which one of the two installed clock sources is active.
Manufacturing options for Clock Source 0 are single-ended or
differential external clock, a PLL ranging from 700 MHz to 3 GHz
with an onboard reference oscillator, or a PLL ranging from 700 MHz
to 3 GHz with a 10 MHz external reference. Manufacturing options
for Clock Source 1 are a PLL ranging from 700 MHz to 3 GHz with
an onboard reference oscillator, a PLL ranging from 700 MHz
to 3 GHz with a 10 MHz external reference, or an onboard low
frequency oscillator ranging up to 800 MHz.
The four control trigger outputs can originate from a high-precision
external source via front panel SMA, from a manual push button
on the front panel, or from software via an optional Backplane P2
Connector Serial Port. These trigger outputs are synchronized to the
distributed clock to provide precise output timing relationships.
Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance,
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR,
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio,
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and
other processing-intensive applications.
Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application
development support, as well as more conventional support.

FEATURES
! Four synchronized differential front panel clock outputs up to

3 GHz with typical skew of 5 ps

! Ultra-low clock jitter and phase noise – 275 fs with 1,280 MHz PLL

and external 10 MHz reference

! Onboard PLL’s manufacturing options provide fixed frequencies of

700 MHz to 3 GHz, locked to internal or external reference

! Onboard low frequency oscillator provides fixed frequencies up to

approximately 800 MHz

! Four synchronized trigger outputs, always synchronized with

the output clock, with typical skew of 5 ps

! Jumper selectable trigger output levels of 3.3 V PECL, 2.5 V PECL,

or 1.65 V PECL

! Source trigger from front panel SMA, push button, or optional

P2 serial port

! Cascade boards to provide up to 16 sets of outputs
! Compatible with standard VME64x and VXS 6U backplanes
! Universal clock input supports wide range of signal options,

including signal generator sine wave

! Differential clock input permits multiple standards including:

LVDS, 3.3 V PECL, 2.5 V PECL, and 1.65 V PECL

! Clock and trigger outputs compatible with all Annapolis Micro

Systems, Inc. WILDSTAR™ 2 PRO I/O Cards and WILDSTAR™ 4/5
Mezzanine Cards

For more information, contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com
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DSP-FPGA: Resource boards
BittWare
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S4-AMC Altera Stratix® IV GX AdvancedMC with VITA 57 Site
Based on Altera’s Stratix IV GX FPGA, BittWare’s S4-AMC (S4AM)
is a mid- or full-size, single wide AdvancedMC that can be attached
to AdvancedTCA carriers or other cards equipped with AMC bays,
and used in MicroTCA systems. The S4AM features a high-density,
low-power Altera Stratix IV GX FPGA designed specifically for
serial I/O-based applications, creating a completely flexible, reconfigurable AMC.
Providing enhanced flexibility is the VITA 57-compliant FMC site,
which features 8 SerDes, 60 LVDS pairs, and 6 clocks, and can
provide seamless high speed data conversion directly to the
FPGA. BittWare’s ATLANTiS FrameWork, in conjunction with the
FINe III Host/Control Bridge, greatly simplifies application development and integration of this powerful board. The board also provides
an IPMI system management interface, a configurable 15-port
AMC SerDes interface supporting a variety of protocols, and a front
panel 4x SerDes interface supporting CPRI and OBSAI.

FEATURES
! High density Altera Stratix IV GX supported by BittWare’s
!
!
!
!
!

ATLANTiS™ FrameWork
Optional high bandwidth A/D and/or D/A data conversion
BittWare’s FINe™ III Host/Control Bridge providing control plane
processing and interface
Fully connected to AMC (16 ports SerDes, 4 ports LVDS)
I/O includes 10/100/1000 Ethernet, SerDes, LVDS, RS-232, and JTAG
On-board memory includes 2 banks of DDR3 SDRAM, 2 banks
of QDRII+ SRAM, and Flash memory for booting the FPGAs
and FINe

For more information, contact: kzaffini@bittware.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p41361

Mezzanines and Carrier Boards: AdvancedMCs
Adax, Inc.
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ATM4-AMC

The Adax ATM4-AMC is designed for use in all aspects of telecommunications networks. The ATM4 includes support for ATM host
termination, switching and L2/L3/L4 or higher interworking between
Gigabit Ethernet interfaces and ATM interfaces. With support for
AAL2 and AAL5, the ATM4 has the ability for real-time voice and video
over AAL2, as well as signaling and IP over AAL5 in 3G/4G networks.
The ATM4 is ideal for demanding carrier applications in Wireless 3G,
4G, LTE, IMS, Internet Access, Fixed/Mobile Convergence and Next
Generation Mobile Networks such as:
t 4G, LTE-SAE
t WiMAX
t ASN Gateways
t 3G RNC, MSC, SGSN, and NodeB
t Voice over Packet
t Video Streaming
t Broadband Networks (including GPON)
t ATM to IP Gateways
t Femtocell Access Controller
For more information, contact: sales@adax.com
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FEATURES
! Multi-Purpose I/O board for 3GPP/IMS/LTE/NGMN Wireless

Networks

! AMC form factor for ATCA & µTCA Platforms
! State-of-the-art Wintegra WinPath2 Network Processor
! On-board Interworking in 3 different modes:

– IP over AAL5 AALx to UDP/IP GTP-U UDP/IP
(3GPP Standard 29.060) ATM - Ethernet
– Ethernet - ATM
– Ethernet - Ethernet
! 32,560 bi-directional IW channels
! ATM AAL2 & AAL5 on a single trunk
! Four OC-3c/STM-1 or Two OC-12/STM-4
www.compactpci-systems.com/p43766
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HDC3-AMC

The HDC3 is the third generation of the highly successful Adax SS7
controller and offers up to 8 T1, E1 or J1 trunks per card. Specifically
designed to meet the demands of wireline, wireless and convergence platforms, the HDC3 excels at traditional TDM SS7, HighSpeed ATM SS7 as well as I-TDM voice interworking. The HDC3
provides a high-density, high-performance solution for signaling and
interworking applications.
Delivering up to 248 LSL MTP2 links, I-TDM flows or 8 HSLs (Q.703
Annex A or 64 VCs of ATM AAL5) per card, the HDC3 provides one
of the highest densities on the market today, making it ideal for
demanding telecommunications applications with high capacity
and throughput requirements. The low-power onboard processor
performs many thousands of transactions per second, with minimal
load on the host, maximizing the performance of the applications
and reducing system costs without compromising reliability.

FEATURES
! 8 software selectable trunks of full E1, T1, or J1 per card
! Two, four, and eight trunk card options available
! A combination of up to 248 MTP2 LSLs and 8 MTP2 HSLs
! Simultaneous support for MTP2 LSLs, HSLs, and SS7 ATM AAL5
! Support for up to 128 channels of Frame Relay or a combination of

248 channels of HDLC, X.25, LAPB/D/F/V5 protocols

! Support for M3UA, M2PA, SCTP, and M2UA
! PMC, AMC, PCI-X, PCIe (Full-Height, Low-Profile, and

ExpressModule) board format
! Single HDC3 driver supports PCI/PCI-X, PCIe, PMC and AMC form
factors, so applications run unchanged across all architectures

For more information, contact: sales@adax.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p44210

Mezzanines and Carrier Boards: AdvancedMCs
Southco
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AMC Handles

Southco AMC Module Handles satisfy all types of standard module
faceplates – compact, mid-size, and full-size. Our AMC Carrier
Handles stow neatly to avoid interfering with module insertion. Both
provide microswitch actuation for safe hot-swapping and maximum
configuration flexibility.
Ergonomic design enhances the user experience through intuitive
use, making it easy to remove and secure modules quickly. Our
new flush-handle design provides a clean look when inserted,
and protects against potential snagging or improper operation.
The robust die-cast construction delivers long-lasting reliable
performance.
All of these Southco components feature RoHS-compliant finishes,
and are available with custom-color powdercoated handles for
enhanced aesthetics or color-coding.

FEATURES
! Unique flush-handle design offers a streamlined look and less

protrusion than standard handles

! Robust module handles resist torque, and provide a positive detent

feel at each of three distinct detent points

! Carrier handles provide ample clearance for all size configurations

of AdvancedMC modules

! Carrier handles feature intuitive operation – extend and rotate to

deactivate microswitch, pull to release

! Snap-in light pipe brackets include light pipe housing and light

pipes in a one-piece assembly

! Both standard and custom light pipe brackets are available for

AMC.0 R1.0 and AMC.0 R2.0 standards

For more information, contact: info@southco.com
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Mezzanines and Carrier Boards: PMCs
Adax, Inc.
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HDC3-PMC

The HDC3 is the third generation of the highly successful Adax SS7
controller and offers up to 8 T1, E1 or J1 trunks per card. Specifically
designed to meet the demands of wireline, wireless and convergence platforms, the HDC3 excels at traditional TDM SS7, HighSpeed ATM SS7 as well as I-TDM voice interworking. The HDC3
provides a high-density, high-performance solution for signaling and
interworking applications.
Delivering up to 248 LSL MTP2 links, I-TDM flows or 8 HSLs (Q.703
Annex A or 64 VCs of ATM AAL5) per card, the HDC3 provides one
of the highest densities on the market today, making it ideal for
demanding telecommunications applications with high capacity
and throughput requirements. The low-power onboard processor
performs many thousands of transactions per second, with minimal
load on the host, maximizing the performance of the applications
and reducing system costs without compromising reliability.

FEATURES
! 8 software selectable trunks of full E1, T1, or J1 per card
! Two, four, and eight trunk card options available
! A combination of up to 248 MTP2 LSLs and 8 MTP2 HSLs
! Simultaneous support for MTP2 LSLs, HSLs, and SS7 ATM AAL5
! Support for up to 128 channels of Frame Relay or a combination of

248 channels of HDLC, X.25, LAPB/D/F/V5 protocols
! Support for M3UA, M2PA, SCTP, and M2UA
! PMC, AMC, PCI-X, PCIe (Full-Height, Low-Profile, and
ExpressModule) board format
! Single HDC3 driver supports PCI/PCI-X, PCIe, PMC and AMC form
factors, so applications run unchanged across all architectures

For more information, contact: sales@adax.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p46551

Mezzanines and Carrier Boards: PMCs
Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
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XMC-E24D/PMC-E24D Dual Display Graphics Module
PDSi offers these high-performance dual-display graphics modules
in both XMC and PMC form factors. Using the ATI Radeon™ E2400
graphics controller from AMD, these modules enable VME, cPCI,
and AdvancedTCA systems to take full advantage of AMD’s embedded advanced graphics technology. They provide simultaneous
independent support of either one digital DVI and one VGA analog
display or two VGA displays at 32-bit color and up to 2048 x 1536
resolution.

FEATURES
! Based on ATI Radeon E2400 graphics processor

This module provides the high performance, low power, flexibility,
and long life-cycle availability required by many real-world
embedded applications in industries such as military/aerospace,
industrial control and instrumentation, telecom/datacom, and
medical imaging.

! Superior 2D and 3D graphics acceleration
! On-chip GDDR3 video memory
! Dual independent high-performance display interfaces
! DVI-I and analog VGA (full size connectors)
! Dual integrated triple 10-bit DACs for dual RGB output
! Supports analog displays up to QXGA (2048 x 1536)
! 32-bit color depth
! Low-power 65nm design
! Customization and third-party integration welcomed; extended

availability assured

For more information, contact: info.sales@pinnacle.com
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Mezzanines and Carrier Boards: XMCs
Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
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XMC-GBX Quad gigabit Ethernet Adaptor
This quad gigabit Ethernet XMC is a high-performance, low-latency
network adaptor providing four high-speed Ethernet interfaces for
use with VITA 42.3-compatible VME, PCI Express, CompactPCI®, and
AdvancedTCA® processor boards. It is available in three configurations offering a mix of front and rear port access.
Wide internal data paths eliminate performance bottlenecks. The
parallel and pipelined logic architecture is optimized for Gigabit
Ethernet and efficiently handles packets with minimum latency.
Using widely accepted Intel 82571EB Ethernet controllers, this
adaptor offers up to four 10BASE-T/100BASE-Tx/1000BASE-T copper
ports with front-mounted RJ-45 connectors and full status indicators. Alternatively, up to four SERDES ports are accessible through
the Pn4 connector for use via an appropriate copper or fiber-based
rear transition module.

FEATURES
! Quad Gigabit Ethernet interfaces – Copper or SERDES
! Up to 4 10BASE-T/100BASE-Tx/1000BASE-T ports with RJ-45 front

connectors with status indicators

! Up to 4 rear-accessible SERDES ports via Pn4
! Low-latency data handling
! Efficient packet prioritization
! Enables use of jumbo frames
! Maximum system performance and throughput
! Windows, Linux and Solaris x86 support
! VITA XMC-compliant interfaces for high bandwidth
! Customization welcomed, extended availability assured

For more information, contact: info.sales@pinnacle.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p45800

Mezzanines and Carrier Boards: XMCs
Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
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PMC-SD18 and XMC-SD18 SATA HDD/SSD Storage Modules
These new SATA Storage Modules are offered in both PMC and XMC
formats. Both provide high capacity SATA storage using compact 1.8
inch hard disk (HDD) or solid state drives (SSD) – up to 160GB of
storage is available with either drive type. Whether configured with
an economical rotating HDD or with a highly shock-resistant SSD,
these low profile modules fit comfortably into VITA 42.3-compatible
VME, CompactPCI®, AdvancedTCA®, and PCI Express processor
boards without risk of mechanical interference.
The onboard 4-port SATA controller provides 3 additional external
drive interfaces. OS support includes Windows, Linux, Solaris x86,
and Solaris SPARC. Critical military and aerospace applications will
appreciate the high operating shock resistance (1000+ G) and high
MTBF (over 1 million hours) when configuring these modules with
the latest SSD technology.

FEATURES
! High-capacity 1.8 inch SATA storage PMC and XMC
! Low-cost rotating HDDs for normal uses
! Rugged SSDs available for high shock and vibration
! Up to 160GB SSD storage capacity
! Featuring Intel advanced SSD technology (80GB and up)
! 3 additional SATA channels
! Windows, Linux and Solaris support
! Customization welcomed, extended availability assured

For more information, contact: info.sales@pinnacle.com
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MicroTCA

MicroTCA: Systems
Kontron
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OM6090D and AM5030 – Powerful MicroTCA 10G Platform
Intel® Xeon™ Quad Core Processor AMC in 10G MicroTCA Platform
The Kontron OM6090D is a modular system for High-End Processors
and Switches beyond 1Gbit/s that positions MicroTCA at 10Gbits/s
and allows state-of-the-art multicore CPUs such as the Intel®
Quad-Core XEON® on Kontron’s AM5030, as well as Kontron’s 10Gbit
switch AM4910. The system supports the 4U MicroTCA form factor
(double-width AMCs) with 80 watts per AMC.
Designed for compute-intensive applications, the modular platform
is dedicated for applications in the industrial automation, image
processing and medical market, which benefit from the processing
power of a high-performance AMC module like the AM5030 and
high-speed fabric of 10GbE on the backplane. Filled with 8 powerful
AM5030 processor modules equipped with the next generation
Intel® Xeon® processor LC5518, the OM6090D is a compact highperformance platform.

FEATURES
! OM6090D: 19" rack mountable system (6U) with front-to-back

OM6090D: cooling for best usage of shelf space

! OM6090D: Supports Double-Width, Full-Size AMCs for high power

OM6090D: envelope up to 80W

! OM6090D: 10 GbE fabric with enterprise-class MCH
! OM6090D: Fault resilience and high availability, supports redundant
!
!
!
!
!

OM6090D: configurations
AM5030: Up to 24GB DDR3 memory with ECC @1066MHz
AM5030: Supporting AMC.1, AMC.2, AMC.3
AM5030: 2x 10 GbE (XAUI) to backplane
AM5030: Graphics interface
AM5030: Up to 32 Gbyte SATA NAND Flash memory module

For more information, contact: info@us.kontron.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p47227

PCI Express: Boards
Adax, Inc.
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HDC3

The HDC3 is the third generation of the highly successful Adax SS7
controller and offers up to 8 T1, E1 or J1 trunks per card. Specifically
designed to meet the demands of wireline, wireless and convergence platforms, the HDC3 excels at traditional TDM SS7, HighSpeed ATM SS7 as well as I-TDM voice interworking. The HDC3
provides a high-density, high-performance solution for signaling
and interworking applications.
The HDC3 is available in PMC, AMC, PCI and PCIe (including the
new ExpressModule) form factors, all of which share a common
software driver and have a consistent API for application portability.
This makes the HDC3 card a highly flexible, scalable and portable
signaling solution for all system architectures that maximizes
protection of investment.

FEATURES
! 8 software selectable trunks of full E1, T1, or J1 per card
! Two, four, and eight trunk card options available
! A combination of up to 248 MTP2 LSLs and 8 MTP2 HSLs
! Simultaneous support for MTP2 LSLs, HSLs, and SS7 ATM AAL5
! Support for up to 128 channels of Frame Relay or a combination of

248 channels of HDLC, X.25, LAPB/D/F/V5 protocols

! Support for M3UA, M2PA, SCTP, and M2UA
! PMC, AMC, PCI-X, PCIe (Full-Height, Low-Profile, and

ExpressModule) board format

! Single HDC3 driver supports PCI/PCI-X, PCIe, PMC, and AMC form

factors, so applications run unchanged across all architectures

For more information, contact: sales@adax.com
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PCI Express
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WILDSTAR 6 PCIe

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance,
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP,
FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, encryption, image
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processingintensive applications. Our fifteenth generation WILDSTAR 6 for
PCI Express uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art
performance. It accepts one or two I/O mezzanine cards, including
Single 1.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12 Bit ADC, Single 2.5 GHz
8 Bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16 Bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12 Bit DAC,
Quad 600 MSps 16 Bit DAC, Universal 3Gbit Serial I/O (Rocket I/O,
10 Gb Ethernet, InfiniBand), and Tri XFP (OS 192, 10G Fiber Channel,
10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on a number of operating systems, including Windows, Linux, Solaris, IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks.
We support our board products with a standardized set of drivers,
APIs, and VHDL simulation models.
Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field.
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed
control fabric between cores.
Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than
1000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT.
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and also provides proven,
reusable, high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for PCI Express,
with its associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall
throughput and processing performance. The combination of our
COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive
improvements in processing speed, while achieving significant
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar
time to deployment.
Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers' applications succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application
development support, as well as more conventional support.

FEATURES
! Up to three Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA I/O processing elements – LX240T,

LX365T, LX550T, SX315T, or SX475T

! Up to 8 GBytes DDR2 DRAM or DDR3 DRAM in 14 memory banks

per WILDSTAR 6 for PCI Express board or

! Up to 480 MBytes DDRII+/QDRII DRAM in 15 memory banks
! Programmable FLASH for each FPGA to store FPGA images
! 8X PCI Express Bus Gen 1 or Gen 2
! Supports PCI Express standard external power connector
! High-speed DMA Multi-Channel PCI controller
! Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application

development

! VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and

ChipScope access

! Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades
! Proactive Thermal Management System – Board Level current

measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through
Host API

! Includes one year hardware warranty, software updates, and

customer support. Training available.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and
software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions
outperform the competition.

For more information, contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com
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Packet Processing
Adax, Inc.
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Adax PacketRunner
The Adax PacketRunner (APR) is an intelligent ATCA carrier blade
for process intensive telecom applications. It has 4 AMC bays to
take any combination of Adax or other industry standard AMC cards.
The on-board Cavium OCTEON 5650 multicore processor, memory
and cache, gives developers a high-performance, highly flexible and
scalable blade for LTE, 4G, IMS and Next Generation Mobile telecom
networks. The APR delivers the perfect ATCA subsystem for user
and control plane applications.

FEATURES
! Cavium OCTEON Plus CN5650, 12 cores at 750 MHz

– Option for CN5430, 4 cores* at 700 MHz

The APR uniquely offers the combination of scalability and access to
host processing power at a viable price point supporting IP-transport,
packet processing and signaling on a single blade without the need
for a general CPU or ProcessorAMC. This is the industry’s most costeffective, multipurpose solution, which combines high-performance
control and user plane services from one tightly coupled resource.

! 4 AMC bays for Adax and/or 3rd party AMC cards
! 2 GB of DDR2 Memory

– Options for 4 GB and 8 GB DDR2 Memory
! Robust power & thermal management
! Ethernet Switch with:

–
–
–
–

2x 10 GbE to the system Fabric domain
2x 1 GbE to the system Base domain
10 GbE from Cavium to Ethernet switch
16x GbE, 4x 1GbE to each AMC bay
*Special Order Option

For more information, contact: sales@adax.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p46548

Packet Processing
Adax, Inc.
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PacketAMC

The PacketAMC (PktAMC) provides front-end intelligent processing
for Traffic and Bandwidth Management, QoS and Security on
all Wireless applications, delivering a highly available, highperformance, carrier-grade transport from the Edge to Core
networks.
With a Cavium OCTEON Plus processor, front-end processing
of the Layer 2 protocols can reside on the PktAMC, providing
hardware acceleration of the basic Layer 2 switching, while
higher-level functionality such as Advanced Layer 2 Switching
and Routing, MPLS-TP, PBB-TE, QoS, Layer 3 Networking, High
Availability and Management run on the Adax PacketRunner (APR).
The Adax PktAMC is applicable in the broadest range of ATCA
legacy and emerging network elements found in today’s networks
such as MSCs, MGWs, HLRs, x-CSCFs, HSSs, etc. The combination
of the PktAMC and the APR delivers a ‘foundation’ for LTE, 4G, IMS,
NGMN, VoLTE, UMA & Femtocell applications.
For more information, contact: sales@adax.com
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FEATURES
! ATCA subsystem for LTE, 4G, IMS, NGMN, VoLTE, UMA &

Femtocell applications
! High Performance Application Acceleration including:
– Packet processing
– QoS queuing, scheduling and very low latency for
real-time traffic
– IPsec, SSL, SRTP, WLAN and 3G/UMB/LTE security
! Carrier Ethernet - MPLS-TP, LDP, RSVP-TE - PBB-TE
! High Performance Hardware Acceleration with Cavium
OCTEON Plus 5645 and 5650

www.compactpci-systems.com/p46815
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ZX1900 5U Packet Processing Platform
The ZX1900 is a unique platform for packet processing and switching.
The standard configuration includes a 5U chassis, 10-Gigabit Ethernet
switch plus three closely coupled payload slots for user applications.
Using the ZNYX Front-Transition-Module architecture, the ZX1900 makes
more egress ports available than any other 5U ATCA solution. This means
that in addition to hosting a network application in its payload slots, the
ZX1900 can serve as the network infrastructure, eliminating the requirement for an external switch and providing significant cost savings. The
10G Ethernet ports use SFP+ which allows any mix and match of fiber and
copper connections. The GigE ports are all 10/100/1000Base-T Ethernet,
providing inexpensive connectivity where needed.
In addition to massive egress bandwidth totaling over 175 Gigabits/
second, the ZX1900 can support three (3) payload boards for closely
coupled packet processing applications, including Deep Packet
Inspection (DPI).
At link speeds surpassing 10-Gigabits, offload hardware is often required
to enable advanced applications. Each payload slot of the ZX1900 is
equipped with dual 10-Gigabit Fabric links (Active/Active) for superior
bearer-plane throughput, plus a separate 1-Gigabit Base link for controlplane tasks. The 10-Gigabit ports in each payload slot can support processing blades with either 10-Gigabit (Option 9) or 1-Gigabit (Option 1)
Fabric ports. Using the OpenArchitect® environment, application blades
can participate directly in the processing, manipulation, forwarding, and
inspection of every packet.

FEATURES
! ATCA 5U Architecture

– AC Power Supply
– Second AC Power Supply Optional
– PigeonPoint Shelf Manager
! 35 Egress Ports

OpenArchitect

– 14 SFP+ Ports on Fabric Switch

The core software technology of the ZX1900 goes far beyond simple
Ethernet switch management. The field proven OpenArchitect® embedded operating system provides Linux-enabled flexibility in management
protocols, configuration, packet vectoring, and high-availability features.
Only ZNYX OpenArchitect® uses familiar, industry-standard Linux interfaces, enabling simple system configuration and true transparency for
network integration.

– 2 SFP+ Ports on Base Switch

®

– 15 GigE RJ45 ports on Front Panel
– 4 GigE RJ45 ports on Rear Panel (with optional RTM)
! Three PICMG 3.1 ATCA Payload Slots

– Two Fabric ports for 20G
– PICMG 3.1 Option 9 or Option 1
– Base Interface GigE for Control Plane

Packet Vectoring
A bonus feature unique to ZNYX Networks OpenArchitect® switches is
also found on the ZX1900. Packet Vectoring refers to the ability of the
switch to send packets port to port using any information within the first
128 bytes of the packet. This enables load balancing, security monitoring,
and many other applications that would otherwise not be possible. Since
the silicon handles the real-time decision making, all packet vectoring
occurs at full line rate without restrictions.

! Two OpenArchitect 3 Control Processors

– Two Freescale Control Processors
– Front Panel OOB ports
– Front Panel Console
– Serial Over LAN (SOL)

The OA/PV implementation uses the familiar Linux iptables control
interface to implement packet vectoring rules. With a minimal learning
curve, network technicians can configure packet vectoring subsystems
that eliminates the need for external load balancing or network processing systems.

For more information, contact: sales@znyx.com
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AM4211 Packet Processor AMC Module
Wireless and femtocell equipment vendors who design eNodeB and
LTE network systems on open standard MicroTCA platforms can
significantly reduce their development time by 12 to 18 months.
A key component is the new Packet Processor AMC Module AM4211,
featuring the OCTEON® II CN6335 MIPS64® six-core processor
from Cavium Networks, which can also populate ATCA blades as a
co-processor Network Interface Card (NIC).
It supports configurations with third-party Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) AMCs, in either cube (OM6040) or 1U carrier-grade MicroTCA
(OM6061) platforms, IEEE 1588 for all IP Network Infrastructures,
and MAC and L2-L7 processing up to 15M packets per second (pps).

FEATURES
! Cavium Networks OCTEON® II CN6335 cnMIPS64® II six-core

processor at 1.3 GHz.

– Features one 72b and one 16b DDR3-1600 integrated
Memory Controller and 12 Gen2 Serdes.
! Best performance per watt compared to other multicore

processors.

! Unmatched deterministic, low latency third-generation DPI

performance with unlimited rules and rich feature-set on a
single chip.

! 1x 10GbE to the front; software configurable interfaces to the

Fabric with either 2x PCIe x4, or SRIO.

For more information, contact: info@us.kontron.com

www.compactpci-systems.com/p46581
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